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HAD CESN RUNNING STILL
AN OLD TIME CONTRACFOR LONG TIMS PUT U?
TOR FALLS DEAD JUST HOOCH MAKERS CONTINUGLY FIGHT BEFORE 112
AFTER EATING LUNCH
UE TO MAKE THE MAGISWOULD SURRENDER TO
FRIEND
OLD
HEADING MONEY FOR BOOT-LEHIS
WITH
TRATE'S OFFICE
v.
OFFICERS
WHISKY CASE , IS
STUART BROWN
QUARTERS AND TO DON,.
BENEFIT
THE
TIIOWN OUT FOR'WANT
ATE FOR
Tuesday night Prohibition
OF BETTER EVIDENCE
OF SUPPORTING OF OUR
Tuesday afternoon at about
1

TO HAVE BEEN
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Officers Henry McDermott, W.
GOVERNMENT.'
1:15 James Mair dropped dead
It. Jennings, C. C. Poe and
on the sidewalk in front of The
The Prohibition enforcement
Fir DeGallup's Volunteer
Lou Myers went out to
Sheriff
continues
The
Herald
Gallup
in a bootlegger
Gallup State Bank. Mr. Mair to
partment haa saved many officers brought
champion the cause of law
was here from his home in lob
thousands of dollars worth qi this week, one who claims not
enforcement.
Judge, Schauer south of town, and captured
court.
He
united
of
the
to
citizen
a
be
attending
stand
Angeles
ready day
property and
to
the remedy. one still, fifteen gallons of high
continues
apply
forenoon
had spent most of the
or night to go at the soupd of States, and among his personal
Offif proof whisky, 100 gallons good
Enforcement
Prohibition
in the court room where a case
ia' whlatle thev are off. No effects was a Darnc pass dook
and wine and 800 gallons of mash;
cers
McDermott,
Jennings
in
was
in which he was interested
matter whose property nor that showed denosits healthy
of real sure
in. From a stand-poithem
to
continue
Poe
bring
being heard. He went to Stuart The
Where, nor what time oi day or size figures, made at regular
this outis
first
the
Herald
making
liquor
enough
ten
Gallup
Brown's ;.: lunch place, Mr,
commost
night, nor what kind of wea- intervals of about every The
the
about
was
section
in
this
fit
Brown, an old friend, and en and only paper
ther, they go.' A number of days or three weeks.
Everything
to
captured.
bootlegadvocate
plete
yet
teaching
'
joyed what proved to be his
times a fire has started that smallest deposit in that pass
oi showed that Pinto knew his
last meal." Mr. Mair once liv gers that the Constitution
threatened to destroy much book showed $311.35, and all
res- business.
Evidently he made
ed at Las Vegas, New Mexico, the United States is to be
up io
property, but the Gallup Vol- other deposits ranging When
is
only good goods It appeared
and had visited in Gallup many pected. Public sentiment
unteer Firemen were too quick as much as $875.45.,
he double and tripple-ru- n
that
bootleggers.
against
times. He did contract work gaining
inr th fires, and have saved questioned as to what means of
Schahis
our
and
officers
whisky, thus making it as
Judge
for places all over this country If
manv thousands of dollars income he had the only thing
ham- pure as can be done without
nor
hindered
are
not
uer
and enjoyed a wide acquaintthat could be learned was that
worth of property. a regular government outfit.
The
ance. For the last several years pered in their efforts to stamp
da
22
annual
he
"maka
an
whiskey."
February
soon
His wine was of good quality
will
we
out
bootlegging
he had made his home in Los
hall will be enioved at the Gallup Herald asked the offiand his place presented a very
With
hooch.
of
a
have
dirth
on
found
Angeles where four daughters less hooch we will have better prosperous looking hooch makCity Club. The committies that cers as to what they
reside. He was 76 years of i in
Jit.
have worked up trns evem say the premises of this bootlegger
neann ana more money wun
ing joint. During the chase to
age and had been complaining which to
that "If you don't have a good and they replied that the only
necessi
the
capture him a very interesting
purchase
since coming to Gallup on this
time it isn't our fault."
property was a few pieces of
was staged and several
to
of
more
ties
life,
pay
money
fight
maktrip and had placed himself the
The following are the offi cheap furniture, a hooch
fired at long range-N- o
were
shots
the
the
dry
butcher,
grocer,
under the care of a physician.
cers,' committies and memoers: ing outfit, and four cats.
was hit, as the officers
one
the
the
dealer,
doctor,
goods
If thefe is any business in
Judge Schauer conducted an
;
Officers
most of the shooting to stop
and found that death plumber, and any and all other did
in McKinley county
or
inquest
Gallup
.
and not hit him, yet it
Chief.
L. V. McDonald,
There
him,
obligations.
legitimate
on
was due to natural causes. His is
. that is paying big dividends
to become serious,
about
was
favor
of
of
the
An
the
Edward Tamony, Asst.-Chiin
no
aftermath
bootlegargument
was shipped to Las Vegfour cats we would be glad to
is as Pinto showed that he was in
in an body
S. E. Brentari, Treasurer.
resulted
argument
charges
ging
every
bootlegger
as and buried beside the
hear of it.
earnest. When Pinto was finalFred Willmunder, Secretary.
other case before Judge Scha of his wife who died grave
some against him.
the uer
would
tell
If
officers
the
Caretto and Bar
The following is taken from ly captured and in the scuffle,
Committies .
against
public names of those among tot on a charge of robbery, and years ago.
Schauer's docket for the he got one of Jennings' fingers
General Arrangement
other acquaintances Judge
us who have offered to bribe Ben Haddix was the only witAmong
week
ending
Thursday night: in his mouth and was about to
8. E. Brentari, Chairman
them we could writ a very in- ness. His testimony could not in Gallup we noted Mr. Thos.
Caril
Radosvich, $100.00 and make mince meat of it, releas- Edward Tamony
story. Every one of be corroborated and Judge Leaden and Douglas Wilson. cost.
teresting
ing his grip only because JenW. L. Lanigan
the prohibition officers as well Schauer dismissed the case for Mr. Mair and Mr. Leaden were Pete Ricca, $100.00 and cost. n intra waa nnnndinir Vlim nvffl"
Finance Committee
as Julian Turner have been of- want of better evidence.
talking of old times just a few Charely Olguin, $100.00 and the head with a hard fist, a fist
James Brown, Chairman
minutes before Mr. Mair's cost.
fered money as bribe, not once,
Satwent
that has known hard work and
about
Ben Haddix
Joe Golino
' and rough use.
and Mr. Mair had probut some of them have been apdeath,
an
intoxicated
in
Joe
$200.00
Caretto,
urday night
Fred Willmunder
proached more than once. Still condition and told about how mised to take supper with cost.
After Pinto gave up he de
Floor Manager
it
not
is
what
sentiment
public
Pete Bartot, $200.00 and cided that there were enough
he had been held and robbed in Douglas Wilson that evening.
Edward Tamony
should be against bootlegging, the Caretto place. Haddix
''
COSt.
officers to carry him, and he
Door Committee
and prostitution.
gambling
was
where1
in
Sam
he
landed
Baroni, thirty days in refused to walk. Sheriff Myers
jail
MDHYEST KO.
E. Willmunder
v
held till he sobered up. when
didn't relish the idea of carry
jail.
C. M. Sabin
Mrs. N Andla, $200.00 and ing a big stout man through
he told the same story about
IN
COMES
Blackwell
PUBLIC F0RUI.1
Wp.
cost.
mud and slush, and a shot from'
being robbed. He never chang
Reception Committee
his story about the matter
Mat
in
ed
his pistol at the heels of Pinto
Iskra,
days
jail.
sixty
14.
Feb.
SAY
The Entire Company
FARMINGTON,
AS OTHERS
- and
he
trial
when
the
after
till
$50.00
Cecadi,
Tomy
put pep enough in him to start
Music
"in the Farmmgton cost.
drunk and said that Reports
a foot race that for a time progot
again
Oil
Midwest
Humme Six' Piece Orcestra.
the
area are that
i Gibson, N. M.
Matt Pinto, six monts in jail. mised a threat from Sheriff
he never bought any booze in company, has brought in its sec
Membership
Feb. 12, 1923
the .Caretto place, nor had he ond well with a good flow of
Myers that if he didn't stop he
E. Willmunder
was
He
would
been
be shot, not at his heels,
robbed.
Herald:
placed
Editor
Gallup
to the product m the BOOZE HOUNDS
Fred Willmunder
"to sober up and oil similar
in his heels.
in
but
again
jail
reNo.
1.
well
The
C. M. Sabin
The constitution of the Unit
told his story about buy Hogback
Pinto was landed in jail and
ed States is a contract or agree againbooze
C. F. Christman, Jr.
port while not official, seems
DOWN
RON
and
robbed,
being
ing
trial before Judge Schauer
his
to be well founded.
ment entered into by all of the
W. L. Lanigan
as he had first told. He
him a berth in that instijust
grave
scouts
com
Golino
of
Paul
the United states, was placed under bond to ap
citizens
Several
for other
,
tution
for the next six months.
BOOZE
KOBE
Nick Hengel
defining their individual and pear as a witness against Car panies Who have been keeping
Pinto shows that he has
While
Lorenzino
Midwest
on
collective rights, privaleges etto and Bartot in the case on close touch
Sam
the
of money, and that he
plenty
XI. J. Glied
and duties. All laws, general
activities have also reported PROHIBITION OFFICERS
in the district court.
an
is
appeal
Austrian,
yet he says that
or
civil
N. A. Waldin
or special,
criminal,
that they think R. G. WiddeMY he is a poor hard working man
LOU
AND
SHERIFF
Dr. H. G. Willson
must agree with the '' constitu
combe, manager of the drilling
ERS MAKE RAIDS IN ALLI- and will have to lay out his fine
HIE FEEDING OF
W. C. Blackwell
tion.
r
for the Midwest, is in posses
SON AND ARRESTED FIVE in the county jail. Too bad that
S. E. Brentari
,
sion of news he cares not to diThe fulfillment of the terms
we
we have no law
CAKE
SEED
COTTON
R. G. Webb
'; ;
AND FOUR WERE CON- can take Pinto's whereby ami'
of the constitution is guaran
vulge.
money
R. R. Ballrich
teed bv all of the civil, moral
VICTED.
thus save the county or town. aJames Brown
More cotton seed cake will would otherwise be considered
and financial strength oi an
:'
board bill.
R. E. Frost
of the citizens of the United be fed in McKinley county this a starvation ration1.
Prohibition Officers McDer
Bills and statements in Pin
,
Edward Tamony
States. A man who violates year than any year previous,
Care should be taken to see mott, Jennings and Poe with to's possession showed that
Joe Dluzak
the Constitution or winks at its Cotton seed cake properly ieo that the cattle get an .even Sheriff Lou Myers went out to
sugar by sacks five,
E. Robb
violation by others is not a good is a wonderful feed and a very amount as possible and not Allison Thursday night and six and eight sacks
at a time
L. V. McDonald
an
citizen. He is a criminal. , small quantity of it will pull
raided several places and made raisins by the hundred pounds,
the
ones
the
let
get
stronger
Joe Golino
through the winter most of the feed. Where the five arrests. One still and a grapes by the ton, and other-hooct
Every officer of the people old cow
Joe Beddow
it would have stock are fed
otherwise
where
solemn
a
himself
takes upon,
making ingredients in
only once a day quantity of hooch and mash
J. G. Davis
for her to have it
The still was big quantities. Pinto swore that
was destroyed.
oath to uphold the constitution been impossible
to
do
in
the
better
is
feeding
'
'
:
and enfore the laws which are made it.
and as soon as a very crude affair and about he bought his goods from a
Where cake is being fed the morning,
YOUNG ZAT.I0.1RA
made under its provisions.
cleaned
have
up the. cake the most unsanitary yet cap Gallup merchant and paid for
they
A man who takes the oath some rougnage is absolutely drive them out to pasture. They tured. It was capable of dis some of the supplies in whisky.
of office will hold it sacred and necessary. Owirig to the high seem to crave some kind of dry tilling enough poison to kill Judge Schauer had the said
FRAIIX IIERRERA so
cake
act without regard to race, protein content of cottonamma
matter or roughage soon after every hooch drinker in McKin- Gallup Merchant brought into
to
will
s
it
prove
fatal
any
or;;
court and upon evidence that
religion,
color, politics,
the cake. If the feeding ley county.
GLOVE COiTTEST friend or foe. A creature may very quickly where fed ,alone iseating
The arrested parties were he had traded supplies for
done at night they lie down
'K'J, V,::- i""v:;.f and not supplemented witn and by morning their appetite taken before Judge Schauer whisky, gave the merchant 30
not.' s
some kind of roughage. But it
is lost and and recorded as follows:
for the
The future wellfare of the
days m jail.
UNDER AUSPICES OF THE
is because of this high protein they are roughage
Claude Lopez, $100 or 60 The merchant ' said that he
and
more
cake.
citizens
and
for
States
United
ready
FIS-V
AMERICAN LEGION
content that enables an animal
would employ a lawyer and get
it would1 seem that days in jail.
TIC CONTEST AND WILL the life; liberty arid happiness
to do on a much more course Therefore
or 90 out of jail. If the evidence is
Bill
the
done
$126,
is
Denman,
where
the
of
upon
only
feeding
depends
posterity
PROVE OF UTMOST
they once a day that the best time is days in jail.
of the grade of roughage than
conclusive against him, no Gal
T TO GALLUP impartial enforcement
on.
live
could
otherwise
'A
John Melkn, $100, or 60 lup lawyer should take his case.
;v
in
the
If
the
feeding
morning.
: SPORTSttt7.i :i,g:;,,i:i:! Constitution and laws.
Cotton seed cake usually has
VWe, as a people, cannot af- a
regular and the cat days in jail.
Judge Schauer can't accom
content of from 36 periods are
Jim Omenetto, $100, or 60 plish results if lawyers can unto go to pasture soon
tle
made
ford to be lax, or allow our to protein
On February 21 Young
,
43 percent and most stocKdo all and give the bootleggers
feeding, they soon be days m jail.
of Springer,, New Mexi- agents (officers)), to be lax in men have
learned that it is after
case against the fifth their freedom.
The
',.
this
comeand
are
well
of
Trintrained
the
duty.
of
very
Herrera
and
performance
Frank
co,
more economical to purchase
of
want
for
imwas
dismissed
man
on
and
but
little
the
is
bother,
very
idad, Colo., will be matched It quite proper
the high protein cake, especial very
other hand ix the feeding per evidence.
rives, and the conditions warrant, two
:. ;
in a bout contest , at the portant that men be placed in ly when
o:
amount
any
great
be
creatures
are
and
iods
are
office
and
papers will be issued wnicn wui mean
that
RtrAnH theatre. The match
irregular
they
neces
TRIBUNE ABSORBS NEWS a
the Holbrook Tribune
handling and hauling is
will be under the auspices of placed elsewhere, as the lawd sary. The protein is the main allowed to he around the cor
coming out on Friday and the Hol
well
not
so
do
do
and
rals
direct.
brook News on Tuesday. In the mean
ine American uvgivu.
(Holbrook Tribune)
factor in the feed are athey
lot of bother. ;
Citizen of the good determining
The Holbrook Tribune wishes to an time it is evident tnat once a wees
are alread yon sale and the inarid
fat
the
carbohy
valuer
i f old U. S. A.
Do not wait too long to begin nounce the fact that the Holbrook willThesuffice. that there is not room
dications are that i a record
drates being only of minor lm
fact
News has been acquired by purchase
witon
hand
to
will
be
house
in cotton seed cake feeding the cake. It is much by Bryan Bros., and with our next enough for two papers in' Hotbroek
portance
; BUSINESS CLOSED
two papers was plain to the mangement of both
ness a real contest between two
And it is because of this big dif easier to maintain the flesh issue the subscribers of the
be served by the Holbrook Tri- papers, and it was deemed best HLzX
.
well matched fighters.
SANTA FE, N. Bt, Feb. 15. Fnmk ference in amounts of carbohy- that is already on an animal will
be
;.
the Holbrook News
T. Be nlesded milt? to a boom drates, fats and protein that than it is tu put it back on. bune.' reason
for absorbnon of the bed by the Holbroe li- - rse.; li I t
The
In
90
c?
in
srirtn
Cattle
are
Uys
that
selling harte, mi
fairly good Holbrook News by the Holbrook Tri
fine makes itv absolutely necessary
BertutMo county Jail and
S RAYS, IS DiAD the
flesh learn to eat the cake more bune is due to the fact that the com chants of the wmanJf
t'
of $1C0 and costs, fM .hls placer at that some kind of roughaje be
al- munity is not larce enough to sup- the two papers wtcs ?
are
those
than
that
readily
Auoi;
Feb.
Urt jsprmcf W ofaerea ciosea,
"ti t tr
port two papers to the extent tiat served & rt'--most on the lift
,. From a pound to two
erect ue iri
n I
cWerred. Tr a &r tie
i
poi.
they
Carlsin
M'
C.
B.
Attorney
t.
H. P. FOT7ET3,,
Cany
: 1
TiHhtran rf!l 4rn t"ie r!ace of ami have
cow
a
a
will
-i
tar;
day
pull
(..
knsl--i
week
on
eCkial
bad darinf the
kaewn as
J.
La Cat s koa
te two -- ri. .
,

Joe Caretto and Pete Bartot
appeared before Judge Scha-ue-r
Monday to answer to a
The
charge of bootlegging. Had-diprincipal witness was Ben
a contractor of Phoenix,
Arizona, who testified that he
had spent as much as $200 in
the Caretto place during the
week, for booze. Prohibition
officers testified that numerous
complaints had been made to
them by several citizens that
the Caretto place was a boot
legging loint. but as for them
selves, they did not have at that
time direct evidence against
Caretto.
Henry McDermott
stated that he could produce a
witness, now in Albuquerque,
who would testify that he had
bought i)ooze in the Caretto
place. Judge Schauer placed
a good sized fine against each,
Caretto and Bartot, and we un
derstand that they have em
ployed an attorney to fight
their case on appeal.
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PRICE3
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r-

pre-histo-

r.ZZJIEC

.

.

v. i
z RA1IAH. N. ll Feb; 15. Raiaah, Chtco Canyon Nation
.
The remarkable Aztec r.ula al Monument wfc?ch covers tne
near the town of Aztec, New remarkable ruins of
Mexico, was by proclamation ic life at Pueblo Eonita located
of President Hrirdinff.
n
ed northeast of Gallup about
,1
Jan. 24th, established as a CO miles and the Bandelier
National Monument and placed National Monument not far
under the jurisdiction ox the from Santa Fe. noted for its
National Park Service. This cliff homes,
prenisionc Kuin is ox tne wen
known pueblo type, a lanre E- - CHRISTMAS SEAL SALES
snaped structure ox approxi
rravcts Ha ttt el
mately 500 rooms. The first - The ssls of Christmas Seals in
story is standing and 24 rooms
County resulted as follbws:
fSsov.08
are complete in that the origin- OalluD
37.04
Csmp 6, Navajo ...
al ceilings are intact. Many of Gibson,
to
. 15.00
Ft V.taMte .......
the second story rooms are Toliatchii.:...'.........
14.00
Cm leai Kt
C3
9.20
standing and in some cases parti Mentmore
ox the third also. The ceilinn. Manuelito ................. , MO
2.00
where standing are 'supported Znnl
1.00
......
McGaffey's
cut
and dress- Thoreau .1.........: ...
by large beams,
6.00
ed with stone tools, and are an Coal Basin .... .........
.50
TOTAL ,.............:.$376.47 CIVIL SERVICE
interesting exhibit of what
EXAMINATION
could be done even in the Stone Forty per. cent ' of this has been
Age. The walls are of sand sent in to State Headauarters. Leav
The Civil Service Commission instone with dressed faces and ing 1226.89 to be spent in HcKinley vites
special attention to the fact
measures.
for
reasonably plumb and as ex county
that in an examination held recently
state
With
Tu
the
anbroval
of
the
amples of prehistoric masonry berculosis Association, Child Welfare in Albuquerque, and other cities
the United States for mat...
they take high rank.
Bureau, and Health Department, this throughout
Indian Service, applicants were
The plot of land bearing the money will be expended for mitrition ron,
not secured in the number desired
Ruin was presented to the Unit- classes in MfcKinley County.
and that this examination will bo held
ed States by deed of gift from The Public Schools of Galluo have again on March 7, 1923.
organized under the supervisPersons interested in tnis or otaer
the American Museum of Nat classes
of Mrs. Courtney, Red Cross examinations should apply to. the
ural History through the gener ion
nurse, and the local Child Walfare Secretary, C T. Shively, of the U. S.
osity of one of its trustees, Mr. Association with Mrs. A. H. DeLone,
. ,
Archer M. Huntington. The President
sost ' office for detailed information
Hot Chocolate and Graham chack-er- s and application blanks. '
American Museum has been en
are being; Served to seventy childabled, thru Mr. Huntintrton's
DiTUCDTIlinV
mmmn
interest in the Ruin, to system- ren each day.
excavate
it during the
atically
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sunday night the Rex Theatre was
past five years, clearinir out
packed by a big crowd to see the very
the rooms, capping the stand- Department of the Interior, U, S. Land attractive picture, lhe worlds
at the climax and
and
ing walls, and studying it to umce, at Santa r e, N. So.., Febru- when a man lust
had been killed, the
3.
1923.
ary
offer light upon its antiquity Notice is
the first one to arhereby given that Samuel crowds rushingat in,
and the place of its builders N. Shirley, of
the dead man, threw
Bluewater. N. M.. who. rive, looking
in the aboriginal history of our on Feb. 17th, 1922 nade Stock Rais- up his hands, and just as. the actor
his hands, a call was made
threw
Country. The Ruin, one of a ing Homestead Entry No. 043567, for by the up
Rex doorkeeper for Dr. J. W
au
14
Towns
oi
JN.,
section
s,
nip
large group situated near the Range 9 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
has Stofer. This threw the audience into
town of Aztec, is the best pre filed
notice of intention to make 3 laughter, although the scene on thewas that a man t had been morserved and the most striking. years proof, with 2 yrs. Military Ser- screen
-I
J
i 1L. II
UUV.U1 Rk HIV
All others are on private
vice, to establish claim to the land UUCU, JfC. U1S WA. 1U1
very instant the movie actor rushed
Si
above
Commisbefore
U.
described,
and ultimately subject to
the
at Gallup, McKinley Co., N. in anil found the dead man, made
After
destruction. The preservation sioner,
audience roar with lauarhter.
on
or
tne
1923.
lztn
March,
day
the show many commented on the
of this Ruin by its establish- in.,Claimant names
as witnesses:
Next
interesting? coincident.
ment as a National Monument W. R. Gan, of Gallup, N. M., A. J. rather was
xor
cau
tne
"learned
tnat
it
day
assures to the future, at least, a Blair. Clint Jolly and Loyd Carter, Dr. Stofer was a real
N.
M.
of
v..
,.
Bluewater,
of
call for one of his patients.
type i the ruins formerly exA. M. BERGERE, Register.
j
lsung nere, ana win serve as (1514
T. Younis returned Monday form
an index to the unknown cul First Pub. Feb. 10, 23.
Concho, Arizont, where he has a
tures of the San Juan Valley.! Last Pub. Mar. 10, .23.
branch store.
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An early presentation of
freshest end most delightful
Dresses and Suits for women,
misses. Eujring in very large

th

mimb'i

new

models in Coats,
misses and young
quantities for our,
remarkable
possible the

371 Stores makes
values.

HAND BAGS

GirPs Gingham Frocks
Exceptional Quality Values
There are three big attractions in these lovely
models: Good materials, charming styles and a very
popular price. But though the price is low the val
ues are big. All frocks are simply and smartly made; lovely
and serviceable. Sizes 7 to 14
... An Early Choice Will Give
You a Wide Selection.
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Smart
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Styles
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98c
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$4.98

Girl's Dresses

M

of Imported Gingham
All models are beautifully trimmed with
dainty white organdie

or embroidery

motijfs

and reveal the most

fin- -i

s h e d workmanship.
Size 7 to 14.
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HER CATS
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honest-to-good-ne- ss
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A SWIMMER

i
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Mlsi Gordon Conway of England,
with her pet swimming cat photo
graphed on their arrival In New York.
REX THEATRE EVERY SUNDAY
Miss Conway U an authoress of prom
inence and vouches for the amphibi
When Universal announced its de
However, the realism that Denny ous feline, which Is something of a
cision to film another series of H. C. injects in his pictures is responsible distinguished personage
among its
Witwer's popular stories of "The for a large share of their success. The own tribe. ."
Leather Pushers" the casting director new series which is now being shown
was besieged with applications from at the Rex. Theatre can truthfully be
some of the best known pugilists in acclaimed the most enjoyable short-lengt- h
OF RESPECT
features on the screen today. RESOLUTION
the ring today. They knew , they
would be given serious consideration H. C. Witwer, the author, wired DenOn January 25th. 1923 another of
because Reginald Denny, the star, in- ny his congratulations after being
sists on realism. As a result Direc- shown the set and announced he was the solemn sorrows of life came to
and (o our worthy
tor Harry Pollard obtained the ser- one author that was perfectly satig this Organization,
. mcmanon :
vices of men like Sam McVey, Jack fied with the way his stories were, tsrotner
j
Mrs. Mary Lef avour McMahon the
Renualt, Danny Hayes, Frankie Kyan being interpreted.
mother of five sons, all of whom
and Bob Armstrong.
are Knights passed away at St.
But the professional "pugs" admitOUR
ADVERTISERS
TO
Joseph's Hospital in Denver. She was
ted that they earned their money, beborn in New Bedford, Massachusetts,
cause Denny is a rugged athlete and
seventy-fou- r
years ago. ' Her death
The Herald's advertising patronage was
highly trained boxer. When he, starts
due to old age and i while her
in to fight in front of the camera his is zrowinz every week, and it is only
not a shock it was
opponent knows that he is in a scrap a short time when we will have to en apassinir away wasloss
to all who knew
deep personal
Several times Denny forgot all about large and print more pages. We de
intimately. For, to know her, was
acting and fell into a regularo slugging sire to call the attention of the ad- her
love and respect her.
bee, and Hayden Stevenson,-whplays vertiser to the fact that the earlier to Mrs. McMahon
left with us a leg
man- in the week they hand in the copy
the part of the
of friendship, a friendship that
ager, and Director Pollard had to stop for their ads, the better seriveo we acy
and the memory of a
the camera and drag the men apart.
can fifive them. It takes time to set is inspiring
motherly character that will remain
these ads) and a last minuet advertise- with
us all of our lives:
ment can not be given the time and
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED.
GRECE CR-- 9
attention that an earner ad receives. that we the Knights of Columbus, re
Bear in mind that the earlier we reMike Kirk, the Manuelito Indian ceive vour cony the better service we cord our loss in the proceedings of
this meeting and in this way extend
trader, has connected up with .the can give, and the more attractive will our
sympathy and condolence to our
rest of the world by installing a be your display.1'.'';'
worthy Brother A, J. McMahon and
Grebe CR-- 9 receiver and Wosting-hou- s
., , , i
M
Loud Speaking radio outfit,
' family. ,
J. A. urentan,
LUPTOW ROAD ? .;
the. Radio
'the ptac'-w-e
fakinc
irpm
-Com-rai
Fairchild,
Lc-.. Cotton
"ent of :C
" Mack
Fnitta
H, Soymour and E. ,,T. Younis, made a trip to Concho,
ssrs.jT
L. V-- t wart erjr to Ljuwelito Sun-- i Arixona, last week, going and coming
:for lit. oyer the Lurton-Ho.broo- k
road,: ana
K 1 fcr
1
Dr. H. G. Willson made a f.yinT
J'Btoa to o New reports that tiis link' of road has been
LattI
i taasas City of put in good shape, brfcfjn pat in and trio to Los Anreles this week. Us
z, Los it
route, v Was csllti to thai city en kes loess.
iere else oa uis eostinsat. : ; that travel, is eary over
4
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February Oearamoe Sale
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We are Overstocked with Shoes and Must Reduce these Stocks.
and we are Giving You the Benefit of the Cut in Cost. We must
Turn our Winter Stock and put in our Summer Supply. Our Prices
are Low Because we do not Carry our Stock Over, .to the Next
'

.Season

'

'

Sale Starts Saturday, February 10th and
Continues until Stock is Sold

.
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$2.49
STAR MAKES REAL "PUGS" GO LIMIT
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cf sst-- l serwill
vice by Cuisk dstfcrs
satisfy owners and it csxns
a service in kesjpinz with the
serviceability which is built into the car itself.;
4
In purchasing a Euick car
the motorist Is assured of the
utmost in motor car values and
serin addition toe isunens
vice organization Is placed at
his disposals No matter to
what part of the country he
may go he will find a service
station conveniently located to
render assistance in any emer
'

u

.';!';.
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Dack-Dreskt-

'

nj

Wathinj
bo longer ntcssry Th
finest work at very mod
erate cost we now offer in
our modern laundry.
Clothe clean and sweet
with no more trouble Jthan
telephoning for our delivery wagon. Try us with
this week's wash.
,
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crrvisx.
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in helping . establish

Esp-V--t

r

.

r?ct yon to bo wiJi us.
Vo am expecting a visiting minis,

c'.-.-.i-

numbers, shop foreirin and
mechanics have been of great

value

vi re; ir lerviiss el
'ciurch wi.l be held Sunday, and
J

.

tcn.tc:i:s. Thtr
wtic.vcrs tttsncea cy .e.TrvK
ti.8

morning and evening
tr for. both
Don't fail to hear him.

ser-vir-

t.

Remember that the B. Y, P. U. will
hold its regular matting at 6:30 P.
IT., Sunday, whan an interesting program will be rendered. Come and
;

Buick service at its present
high standard and in providing bring your friends.
V. B." Clark, pastor.
an additional impetus for con
CHURCH OF THZ HOLY

tinual improvement, v
It is proposed j to continue
these meetings because of the
benefits which are being den
ved by the whole Buick sales
and service organization and
which benefits are passed
along to the owner through
the increased effectiveness of

gency::;:
No matter whether a trivial ad' Buick
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SPIRIT
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Rev. A.
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J. G. Dowie
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IN CHRIST

(CoegrogaUonal)
LEWIS A. STARK, HiniiUr

ris

for Service"
work is Wanted , he is cerain Am o n g the advantages "Worship is Preparation
0''
to find the same willingness to which accrue to dealers and
serve on the part .of the pro- their service and also to. Buick
RAI.1AII I2V7S
prietors and employees. This owners through, these service
(Herald Correspondence)
in itself goes a long way toward meetings are:
A clear-cunderstanding of
insuring proper service.
Andrew Crockett broueht Mrs. Wal
Coupled with willingness to the Buick service policy.
Crockett out from Gallup recentter
A
realization
of
serve is the equally important
thorough
ly in his car. Mrs. Crockett is very
ability to serve.. Mechanics tne value oi good service as a much improved since her operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Nooie Kogers ana
skilled in Buick construction sales asset through the develZora Fallon returned from Gallup
a
of
know
are
to
enabled
will,
opment
good
give
principles
Monday. roDortine that Mrs. Fallon
prompt and efficient attention ledge of the importance of was
out of danger and that she would
to the Buick owner's ; needs cleanliness and order, in ser be able to undergo
her operation the
latter part of the week.
through Use of the special vice stations.
in Gallup for
been
Dick White has
Buick equipment. . This means
Opportunity is given at the several
some dental work
having
days,
that the job will be done quick service meetings for a display done.
'
and demonstration of the specEdear Calkins sold his car last
ly and will be done right.
.The car will not be marred ial tools which have been de Saturday, the purchaser being Jim
by careless handling. Owners veloped for Buick service sta- Jackson.
Vernii Lee and Tom Bloomfield
and service men are taking an tions. The use of these special gave
a dance
night at the old
in
tools
'is
of
work
service
in
necesinterest
the
great church house. Friday
increasing
of the
sity for protecting automobiles importance to Buick owners be Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Nielson(week
end
Blackrock vicinity spent the
from scratches on the finish cause of the time saving effec in
Raman.
and sta'ins on the upholstery ted through their use and the Mr.
Kelsey has been here from
and other fittings while repairs decreased cost of car main Zuni. Mr.
Kelsey recently spent sevare being made. In addition tenance.
eral weeks visiting his wife and son
In addition to these clinics at Long Beach, California.
to covers which protect various
Mrs. Joy Davis has gone back to
parts of the machine, special Buick stations are closely link her home
eight miles from Ramah,
to
ed
bya
of
the factory
force
tools make it possible to reach
after spending three weeks taking
important points without dan- ' travelers. The maintenance of care of her mother.
Mrs. Dick Bloomfield has been conthe vast service organization
ger of damaging them.
to her bed for several days oh
Another point which inspires is the chief work of the travel fined
account of sickness.
the owner with confidence ing men. ttacn wholesale deMrs. G. A. Nrelson is visiting her
when he enters a Buick service partment is thoroghly organiz- daughter at San Juan this week.
ice
station is that if replacements ed with headquarters in a L. E. Hatlev has been cutting
at the reservation this week, and will C
are necessary they will be principal city. This ; city is store
it in, his new ice house..
the
made with genuine Buick used as a radial point for
Signs Of The Time
parts. Every Buick dealer is traveling force which ' main- Dick Bloomfield is building a large
hay loft
required to carry a large stock tains contact with the dealers. newAtbleen
has Enlarged his Ind
of these.. But even in the event Enough travelers are employ- ian tradingBond
store.
that the needed part is not im ed to cover each territory Mrs. Bond has a new fence around
mediately available it can be thoroughly and with regularity her yard.
quickly obtained from the so that each Buick dealer has
SHANKLIN PRESIDES
nearest Buick depot. No Buick the benefit of' expert advice
dealer is more than twenty- - and assistance at all times L. G. Shanklin is in Roswell at
four hours distant from a Buick through visits of traveling men tending the New Mexico Convention
and through direct communica- of the Winchester hardware stores.
service depot.,
of this
While all these advantages tion with the brinch or distri- Mr. Shanklin is the president
and hopes to be able to
have marked Buick service ef buter. Buick service receives association
ull the next meeting for Gallup,
ficiency for years, an inten personal supervision right ome of the head officials of the
sive campaign has been in pro down to the smallest town in Winchester Company will be in atten
dance at this meeting in Roswell.
gress for some ; time by the the country.
All these facts are of the utBuick service division and
Buick branches and distribu most importance to the motorters to. assist the dealers and ist; They are a guarantee that
authorized stations in meeting h ewill enjoy uninterrupted
'
those qualifications in every transportation from the moment he purchases a Buick car.
detail.
Several clinics are being con The sign which marks every
ducted at all points where authorized service station is
branch houses and distributers symbolic of the entire service
are located for the purpose of organization.
ut
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And a master key at that. One of our bank books
that shows regular deposits is just this. It is key
to success because it prepares you to meet every op- .
.
portunity more than half way.
"How often has opportunity knocked upon your door
and gone away again because you were not ready? .
Do not let it happen again. This Bank will help .
you prepare yourself and will pay you for the privi-,- (.
leges of helping you. ,
--

.
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McKinlsy County
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GALLUP STEAT.I
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PHONE

'

166
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FOUR BUICK
POINTS MEAN

,

BUICK SERVICE
BEFORE A BUICK DEALER
CAN PUT UP HIS SIGN
'
HE MUST BE PRE.
PARED
by
'

Definite qualifications set uo
the Buick Motor Company

hefrire
hp- in Aiit.hnnzAti
.
nish Buick service.

t.n
--

fur.

First: Mechanics must be
irainea especially on buick

cars.
;

Second: Modern equipment
making possible exact workmanship in the shortest possible time.
-

nooan An
the number of Buick cars in his
community.
Fourth: Be in full agreement
with the 'uniform Buick service
oanniTiA mii

ir Tiavra

of rniir.esv

nnliVv
Hen

"THE OLD BANK"

an! fair

lin a with fhe nnhli

These requirements
the Buick ideals of service
vviiiwit nave giuucu its puuciea
mnra fVi on
vadfo
To motorists everywhere the
Buick sign has become a guar--

-
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THE HATS
At Our Spring Opening

We Are Showing

Are a. charming display of New MUlinery Modes that express the
favored style tendencies of the season. Distinctive models of limbo
Clothj trimmed
Straw, Hair Cloth, Pailsey and Imported Straw
in novel ways with Flowers, Ribbons, Fancy Feathers and various
ornaments. Urge Brim Hate, Pokes, Turbans, and many other
styles suited to every taste.

j

HEM STITCHING AND PICOTING
MAILORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

SUMMERS MILLINERY

GALLUP TRANSFER
A.

J.

McMahon, Prop.

"The World Moves, So Do We"
QUICK SERVICE
-:-

-

Phone 42 s--

"Where can I get a
'
good1 cup of coffee with
She

pure cream?"'

1

.

AIlKOUimiENTS

I'm
going to the White Cafe and
get a Merchant's Lunch for
"Go

He

with

ine

cents, where they serve
'
good coffee with 'pure'
50

For Those Who Worship
At Gallup Churches

cream."
METHODIST CHURCH
She

John Witt Hendriz, Pastor
METHODIST

Best for Two in Business or Flay
A glance reyeals why business and professional
men, as well as all others who seek the roadster
type, find the new Suick roadsters, both fours
and sixes, exactly suited to their needs. .0-''j- ''

'

They are roomy and comfortable, with every
refinement and convenience for easy, restful
motoring in all weathers. ) They are sure and
fleet oh any road with the' flexibility and
certainty of performance so traditional to
aO

;

.

'S:

Buicks.

Fours

'H-- -

Sixes

S Pim. Coup
8 Pan. Sedan
S

8pottK4Mdat

MS

4

.

Pan. Taurine

Sedan

SSCS

1175
UBS

IStS
1025

PrictM. Ol k

I

PMBoadatarfim
Paaa.TooriS(
raaa. Toonac

Mas
I P.Saaan .
Blalat

USS

4 Paaa. Coapa .
1 turn, Toarinf
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FawiL.

Sunday school ocens at 9:45 A. M..
and close at 10:50 A. M. It is open
to you and your child. . We need you
and you need us. Let 8 get togetber.
On the Sabbath we will have two
hours of public worship, one in the
morning and the other in the evening.
At both ol these services the choir
will render good music and the pastor
will deliver a sermon. The subject
bf the morning sermon will be! "The
Birth of Progress," and in the even
ing, "New Elixir Discovered.".
Last Sunday was a very unpleasant
day on account of the bad weather.
Still the services were well attended.
has come to pass that there is an
attendance that can always be counted
on, the weather conditions has only a
slight effect upon their coming. Then
there are some who attend upon
pretty days, and still others who at
tend only irregularly. Of course there
may be Just a few who are more like
to attend on bad
when
tLe roads are bad and Sundays
traveling very
unpleasant, they are thereby Wept
in the city. It is for you. to decide
to which of these devisions you belong. It may even be possible that
you do not attend services anywhere
on Sunday and' haven't done so for
years. It is from this last bunch that
comes much of our pessimism, because
they feed and have fed for years upon what good they can find out on
the open range, and it is subject to

tns

utt

sl

great drouths "'and grass is mighty
short at times. Why not come to the
,
open fountain of life?
.

Beddov Buick Co.
GALLUP, riI2V7X3EjIIC6
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Remember the Special Chicken Dinner
EVERY SUNDAY 75 cents

WIITE

AW E

It

A ride in a Buick roadster is essential to a
complete understanding of the finer qualities
of these models. Ask for one,
v
Paw. RtMdatar
iS Paw.
Touring

"Agreed.'!

btti tlbca

BAPTIST" CrIURCH

s

cm

;iiiil

AND GET THE BEST MEATS THAT MONEY CAN BUY

Phcne

Prompt Delivery

REV. V. B. CLARK, Pastor
- ANNOUNCEMENT
'. FF0"T4BS--

TRADE WITH THE

"VV
;

BAfyiST PASTOR .;;vO;L
Wt'an' fitttsfnl to announce that
the pastor aad his wife have recovered from their ncent ilhMSi and all
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PRZ3S ASSOCIATION, HIW TOKK CITY, N.
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AND CHICAQO. ILL.
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OF NSW MEXICO fRESS ASSOCIATION
Business Manager and Assistant Editor
A.E. CARTER,
-.Editor and Aaslatant Kanajtr.
CZOSGE A. BYUS,
M.
Superintendent Mechanical Department
CLIFFORD
CARTER,
MEMBER

Our position as to the enforcement of laws can not be
The question as to whether we like certain laws
or not, is not the question, laws snouia oe eniorcea or repeat-
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wartsi, with a Ccr:lr'?"r.tr ca t s
to
settled without diliy. Atca rz-- zn
.czzl tJ
Washington long d&lays fcsccrsa veiicisi: - &sd very unsatisfactory. ; Ey the appciztntst cf a Ccr.r- !;ner showed that
the Department of the Interior and the Isdixn Department
wanted to improve the service for the ttnt::t ox the Navcjcs.
Now, and just the other day, the IUrcis City Star carried
a communication under a J? aratngton, New Mexico, date line
(Criticising the appointment of the Navajo Commioioner. and
tried to show that the appointment was done for the purpose of
taking undue advantage of the Navajos. it is hard to say just
what the intent and purpose of that Kansas City Star article
was written tor. but we venture to say that it was done in the
interest of a bunch of soulless grafters, and we believe that the
Kansas City Star has been taken undue advantage of we
can't believe that the Kansas City Star would be a party to a
damnable scheme to carry out a plot in the interest of grafters.
A. B. Fall has done everything in his power for the better
ment of the American Indians. His selection of a' Commissioner
for the Navajos was done for the purpose to help the Navajos
to get better service, so that the Navajos could have their own
Commissioner on the ground for the transaction of all business
inwhich a Commissioner might be of service to the Navajos.
The writer of that Kansas City Star article is either a knave,
"
V
fool, ghost, goblin or devil.
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Williams is quotsi tsciyix
of-Li- M
"That it had secured mijsrtpt
.
rates that favored El Paso and had tzzrti trr.in
oi coi
the railroad administration and
ratas that discriminated agatast intermediate
rates in Naw
ivpoiats. The fight to have pawengsr the
lame basis
? Mexico, Nevada and Arizona placedon
that there
and
the
of
country
remainder
in
the
as those
is every likelihood of success. To abolish the comcUsbusiness
of
out
"would
Mr.
put
Williamsjwid,
sion,'
Mexico Uria touch

OTission, Mr.
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the only agency through which New
law that has plenty
with the Interstate Commerce Commission. The comNew Mexico has an
laws
mission
other
had secured reduced rates on feed imports and ,
We
have
not
enforced.
is
law
teeth in it. and this
on export of, cattle for grazing, which had saved the
hat nr not enforced. Bv winkinsf at laws' and lending sym
V livestock interests of the state more than the commis-sio-n
a
and
laws
of
makes
mockery
our,
jokes
pathy for
f1
(
had cost since its formation."
and adds to our stock of increasing criminals. W say that the
be
can
enforced
be
law should
and,
New Mexico
THE BURSUM BILL
enforced.
Th Volstead Act is a Dart of the Constitution of the
m
'
'
United States. Bootleggers and illicit distillers are violators of
. (American Veterans Weekly)
,
as
makes
it
this
just
the Constitution of the United States and
lit the face of almost unanimous public approval, the
serious as it can be made. Bootlegging has become a National
commissioned officers of the United States Army have seen fit
to condemn the Bursum Bill, providing retirement privileges
disgrace. The crime of bootlegging goes on because so many
sympathize with the crime favor the crime.
for disabled emergency officers, and are fighting tooth and nail
In Gallup as in every other place bootlegging is our chief
'EM ROT
LET
,
to prevent it being made into a law.
crime. Here in Gallup and piciuniey county we nave tnree
One wonders how the army gets that way. k Perhaps it is
nrnhihition enforcement officers who are kept busy every day
but more probably it is because of
' The National Archives Building is dead . . . so far as the due to misunderstanding,
in the week and Sunday chasing bootleggers. Every issue of present Congress is concerned. For all this Congress will do the professional jealousy that has pervaded the regular establiThe Gallup Herald reports numbers of cases disposed of by about it, the most precious possessions of this our Government shment since 1917. ,
Judore Schauer. Every week the officers find more and more its historic documents,
commissioned
the
The
personnel, never had
its
its
its
regular army,
records,
priceless papers,
much time for the emergency army. Certainly it never had
bootleggers. It is something remarkable that one hundred or patents, its great files, may rot or burnt
,
more bootleggers have been apprehended and arrested during
Abroad, in our consulates and embassies, exists a vast a much time for the men, who, by hook or crook, were promoted
the last few weeks, and the officers tell us that they haven't mount of supremely important Americana, which is now, at to ranks that the regular army man seldom reached until after
.'
commenced just started. Judge Schauer is on tne right tracx. this moment, in the process of rotting, of being burned; of be- years in the service.
;
..
offiHe is not quibbling over technicalities at the expense of the ing lost when consulates are moved. No other government of
more
not
have
be. The nation had to
But this should
and make them the
public. His plan is to find the
or importance, but has an archives build- cers than were available from the natural scource, and it did the
of
size
world,
any
nav 11 n riirht on the SDot.
ing, no other government of any size or importance but conser best it could. It is neither fair nor just that the men the governThe public that is, those of the public who are in favor ves its historic papers, its correspondence between its great ment selected should be censured for circumstances over, which
of the Constitution of the United states Being respectea-r-snou- ia
men and the rules of other countries, its records.
they had no control.
stand by our prohibition enforcement officers and by Judge
The Bursum Bill will be passed, army or no army. In the
of
richest
It
for
the
remains
us,
youngest
countries,
great
Schauer. The minute that our enforcement officers are ham- of all countries, to house our priceless records all over the meantime, the poor,
people, who, of course, only
pered or hindered by technicalities that very minute every world, instead of in Washington, and to keep what we do keep support the army, are getting just a trifle nauseated at its ab...
s,
bootlegger in this section gets a free hand to go to it. If Judge in Washington largely in rented buildings,
wooden surd selfishness.
Schauer can't get results he will not bother with it bootlegging structures, anywhere, everywhere . . . rather than spend the
doesn't hurt him he is after breaking up the bootleg
That list shows that the .native
couple of millions needed, to house them properly, safely, wise
for the protection of society, and for the good of the com' ly, permanently.
'
.
v
people cast, not 60 per' cent, but
LAW
PRIMARY
...
...
munitv.
v
We are all directly concerned. This is our country. If
49 per cent, of the total votes
v
. The Gallup Herald says that no lawyer in this community our concern with our country is merely to see that we support
DAY
OF
PROBLEM
polled.
should defend a bootlegger after conclusive evidence has been the least expensive possible Government, that we may pay the
But the Spanish-Americaproduced in Judge Schauer's court, especially after bootleggers least possible taxes, then this failure to provide ourselves with
do
hold something like 60 per
D.
Feb.
WASHINGTON,
C,
refushave admitted guilt. By the lawyers of this community
a safe and fire-prodepository for that which is ours, is under- 12. Enactment by the New cent of the voting power of the
them
found
Schauer
defend
has
after
to
bootleggers
ing
Judge
standable. But if we glory in our country's history, if we be Mexico legislature of a state Republican party.
With a
guilty and placed fines on them, would force the bootleggers lieve that her records are a priceless heritage to those Ameri wide
law may result in statewide primary law in opprimary
to send to other cities for lawyers, and this would prove to be cans who will once build on the foundation we
then we can a political death struggle be eration in 1924, the result of
too expensive
This method would help Judge Schauer more not rest contented with this supine yielding to lay,
call for "econ tween
a
the descendants of An- the primary elections would be
than any other plan. We believe that if our good people would omy," which risks by fire and water and vermin and careless
and Spanish a Republican ticket made up alglo
conquerdor
make it known to Judge Schauer that the best people are with ness, letters and documents of such vital importance that not
s,
finally, in most of
and,
conquistator,
him that our lawyers would refuse to defend bootleggers after all our wealth can
them if they are lost.
replace
and
a
Democratic
two
of
ticket comthe
the
disintegration
they have been proven guilty in Judge Schauer's court. It is
s.
of
posed
althogther
parties.
in
court
over
major
techni
not
law
nor
suits
we
results
want,
fights
REDS"
THE
"SMITE
numbers
of
the
and
Large
Republican legislators
calities whereby the bootleggers will be the benificiaries.
Democratic
other
been
have
leaders
party
arrested
officers
enforcement
a
One day this weey the
you see a "Red" head, smite it! Wherever you mindful of this probability, for would vote for the native Re
bootlegger and his bank pass book showed that he had made find Wherever
a
of Bolshevistic doctrine, call the police
There some time. Now that such a publicans.
one
spreader
numerous deposits, averaging about
deposit per week, and
What the result in the gen
the smallest deposit was $311.35, and other deposits ranged up is no place for the anarchist, the bolshevist, the soviet hi this bill is pending in the sixth legislature, Democrats are devot eral election of such a change
to as much as $875.45. Is there any merchantile business in country....:..:';.;'''.";
But don't see "Reds ' where is- only crankiness; and don't ing belated study to the ques in aligment would be is more
Gallup paying so handsomely? How much longer will The
too
than anyone can forecast at
get
to
argue in favor of more and better co sane worried over the "bolshevistic peril.'" America is pretty- tion
Gallup Herald have
all!
Eternal
mean
after
doesn't
a
this time. The margin of vicboogand
to
vigilance
Many
efforts
boot
finding
his
in
Schauer
with
suppress
Judge
operation
"
'
s,
of three on street corner!
identified tory would be small, with the
.. ..: , v, ey man in every gathering
v,
legging?
Russia recently sent forth figures showing there were some with the leadership of the Re probablity that the major or
It is a damnable shame that so many of our people don't
"
States. If that is all . . publican party, and others pro part of the Republican ticket
give a rap whether bootlegging is suppressed or not. Judge thirteen thousand "Reds in the United
'!
Schauer is on the only track that will accomplish results and which looks extremely doubtful . . . . they certainly are not minent in the affairs of the would be elected.
much of a peril. .But people do fear Redism; sometimes to state, have been facing the is ' In the next
- he
,:
should not be hindered nor hampered.
succeeding elecpoint of absurdity. Recently a Russian musician presented ex- sue . squarely, and discussing tion, however, there would be
amples of the art of his country before a supposedly intellectual the subject frankly, during the a breaking of party lines, form-- i
HONESTY OF THE COUNTRY PRESS
gathering. Later an inquiry was held to determine whether last few weeks. Two of these ally and definitely
The divi-- T
,or not the "cubist" music which had been "supplied was not "red
one an Anglo who has been ding line of ancestry and lanv
If it were possible for some man of unimagined wealth propaganda' m disguise, and some worthy patrons of the arts elected to state office, the
I ;:
suddenly to purchase, own, control, and dictate the policy of arranged for a "counteracting" recital to "destroy the effect" other a native son who has held guage.
all
of
immigra
the
Nearly
would
he
be
dictator
of
in
the
United
States,
newspaper
every
oi the "anarchial doctrines expressed in the "Red music."
county office and has long been
the United States. He could elect whom he pleased. He could
Doubtless the rattling of chains, like the boom of the thun a leader in his district have tion is Anglo, which means a
gradual, but steady; leaaeninor
control legislation by controlling the legislators. He could der, is a very terrifying sound, but it is not yet on record that a been asked this
question with- of the proportionate voting
tax as he pleased by controlling the taxing bodies. He could noise ever hurt anyone!
in the last few days:
r strength of the
make war, declare peace, amend the Constitution . . . his
-Smite the "Reds" hip and thigh, and let us cast them into
tne
a
or
win
operation
Eventually, the
'
power would be absolute.
outer darkness, where they belong.
statewide primary law bring
For this counrty is governed by public opinion, rand public
matter
But let's not be frightened of boogev men (or musicians.) aDOut a
oetween the two how well qualified, or how deopinion is almost entirely in the hands of the newspaper.
the power of which is only in the imagination of the one who is races forlight
state
and
congression servingwould be denied the '
With this in mind the words uttered by Oswald Garrison scared l
'.:
al officesT"
Privilege of holding state or
Villard, editor and owner of The Nation, should be published
In other words, let's save our powder for a real Red at
Both
in
substance
or
offices.
newsreplied,
all
read
who
serious
congressional
and
far and wide,
given
thought by
which to shoot I
effect:-;.buch a struggle would h
Which means practically all adults in this country.
papers
Mr. Villard charges that the newspaper has become a
"That undoubtedly will be wholly undersirable, from any
COMMITTED TO EDUCATION
the result. It cannot be avoi- point of view, and the final re
money making institution rather than the carrier of an editorsult would be even more so.
ial message; that its main function is to pay dividends rather
'
ded.";.
'A.,:'
At the second annual meeting of the Wyoming Educational
who will vote on the bill
than to present the truth; that the great papers frequently take
not
is
It
the purpose of this TJiose do
Towner-Sterlin- g
a
thousand
of
the
bill
were
League
dis
copies
well to studv the noli.
might
to
tell their story, and
sides and deny the other side the chance
to
article
an
present
argument tical
the State with appeals to
of Arizona, Califhistory
that they are, for all their cleverness, used far too much by tributed it.among prominent citizens of Towner-Sterlinagainst a statewide primary ornia and Colorado.
g
The league endorsed the
bill with law,
Y various interests to publish paid-- f or propaganda for this, that, support
to
out
a
except
that
point
the statement that in its opinion it would strengthen the rural race
and the other special interest.
will almost inevit
struggle
A notice has been
and
schools
of
the
funds
for
teacher
train
grade
State,
provide
potted on the
We can all see some examples of newspaper unfairness.
ably result.
main entrance of the Page hotel
iland
' There are
removal
the
of
Americanization,
ing,
Masonic
which
will
no
physical
training,
news
prominent
print
For a. number of years, the aaying thta that place will be closed
papers
A bulletin Of the league calls on all its members to aid
ly. There are Journals which minimise every activity of the literacy.
March 17, and the build- Kepubiican
party has been on and after C0lverted
Towner-Sterlinin
vote
a
g
favorable for the
bill to the pretty
Catholic Church. There are papers in which a Jew can not get securing
into an office
ftfuT"1
as
regarded
generally
,
his name, and those in which a Gentile is never handled gently. United States Chamber of Commerce in its referendum on edu the one Jn , which the Spanish- building'.
VV.:. .'.(
'.':':''.
.',,.,.
There are Republican papers who can not tell the truth about cational' matters.'.;'
This
is
is but one State of fortv American voter found the A Briton has Invented a "silent"
a
but
sample.
Wyoming
Democrats, and Democratic papers which never tell the facts
greatest possibilities of recog soup spoon. But we may still find
eight, and a small one (in population) at that. But Wvominc nition.
about Republicans.
The Democratic party, the dining; room, if we listen for the
and
which is anything but wn
But, so far, the biased papers balance each other; and no snows an alertness
outer
ine
nana, nas snown celery. ...i,New Orleans
and it thus joins the vast majority of States, their edu- - more
man is compelled to read only one paper. But the real bulwark small;
a tendency td confine
of
. Al i.!-.
i.
as
J 1..'
'
J
O'Smith Do you think the
aasuciauonB, ineir iraierniues, ana otner organizations the gift of.the highest offices to
against newspaper dictatorship is the small paper, the country cauuHoi
women of today are good
m
can
to
what
it
the
that
upon
be
doing
town
country
it
should
matter
impress
and
Congress
a
small
the
of pride
r sheet,
daily
the
And in housekeepers?
bill.
to all such, as we'll as to their readers, that while of the larger wants the Towner-Sterlin- g
recent
has
been Yes, indeedonceBumper sthe
there
months,
The
it.
want
does
The
are
for
country
people
hungrv
they get
are
in the more
city papers the truly fairminded and honest sheets
growing a desire, in some Quar house in their name.-Needucation.
better
demandvbetter
schools.
education,
They
most
true
is
reverse
exact
of
the
the
among
ters
at
minority,
eighteen better
least, to make even fur- Bedford Evening Standard.
teachers, better courses. They have a right to ask their ther restrictions
thousand smaller journals oi the Nation.
central Government for help, aid, and support of their own OUt Offices. s, in parcelling
i
First Feline Mm Ro rtravna
educational programs. The people realize now as never be5i
was
some Hunter married a
NOTED BY THE CRAFT
tor
ii
supposed
fore (with the World War so short a time in the past) that
at Gimbel's. SecnnH Pollria
that the;
education, and only education, can prevent similar conflicts: years cast?
'
about ,60 ne rcent of So I heard. First Feline And
"Publishers' Auxiliary," for the craft, issued from 37 of the that "through education comes peace, plenty, prosperity, and
all the JMes polled... , This 4e-- now she thinks she could have
leading cities of the United States, and with a circulation of nappmess, and mat wnere is ignorance is always misery.
lef has been upset. Arthur done better at Macv'n T in.
over 250,000, notes the following:
Towner-Sterlin- g
h
is
Jbill
The
cure-all.
not
a
But it does com
y;
now Democratic don Mail.
n
man
Seligman,
and
"A. H. Carter,
newspaper
foremerly mit the Nation, as a Nation; to education, to a wise policy of
manager of the Catholic Publishing company of Santa Fe, has participation with the States in making children into citizens national . committeeman for Her '
New Mexico, but then chairFather B u t, young
purchased an interest in the Gallup Herald and has taken over worthy to bear the franchise, and thus the States Into bodies man
of the state central com- man,, do you think vou
the active business management, of the paper. Mr. Carter, politic worthy of their sta fa the flag of all of them.. .
n
ma.1ri
Hoi'v- mlttee,
who formerly lived in Magdalena, was a member of the Fourth
.... had. a lict ,iof. .the voters Iw
i
.
r
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used in tho general1 could have taen hzr when I pro- ail over the state. His son, Clifford M. Carter, isv also xon; ThXr,
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count of Lis mi
1 the Los Ait-- -a
rt '
Tie Chunji cf Cur 1 1 ' cf Czzi
tope was the sc:i f a
&ng lut week when Hint L.rrusr-it-e
Clune was married to rrancls P.
Kochefort The ceremony waa followed by a nuptial mBsa celebrated
oy tne Kev. HYancls i. (Jonaty..
The bride who wu riven In marriage by her brother, ldomas Clune.
wore a gown of white ssJn crepe with
a hat of silver lace, the carried a
shower bouquet of bride's rosn and
lilies of the valley, ttiss Jeanatte
Rule, as one of the bridesmaids, wore
a gown or apricot colored canton crepe
with a hat to match and carried a
sheaf of roses; and Miss Muriel Axtoa
was xrocxea in pearl gray " canton
creoe and- wltn the frock she
a poke bonnet of gray and carried
roses.
Edward B. Regan and J. Visiter
uiune were tne uioers. Vincent i.
Jaeger of Gallup, New. Mexico, waa
tne oest man.
May MacDonald Hope played the
wedding march, accompanied on the
violin by Arthur Tynan. Mrs. C. T.
Allen, Patrick O'Neill and Joseph
Hamilton sang.
After the wedding a breakfast was
served at the home of the bride's
mother, Mrs. Thomas Clune of West
,
Eight street.'
After February IS Mr. and Mrs.
Rochefort will be at home at 2761
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large as waa
a number
members, together with numerous
visitors,' filled the dining room-- comfortably.
Promptly at 7:15, Secretary Phene-cl- e
gave the order "to let's go," and
tne tables were soon iiuea ana aii
ready to partake of the excellent menu
ny tnat prince 01 cateerers
Srovtdea Elatsio,
and each and every
one present did full justice to the
spread. A four course dinner was serv
ed followed by "smokes", for the
gentlemen, rr
During the banquet excellent mus
ic was furnished by the orchestra,
while Mr. W. G. Wilson rendered a

endance
errectid,

waa not as

ote
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YOU GET AS GOOD AS
IS MANUFACTURED

L. G. SHANKLIN
Hardware

Furniture

just

GALLUP LOCALS
AND

HAPPENINGS

received

at

Danoff Bros.

Adv.

p.

Paul Goodwin, traveling auditor of
the Coaat lines Harvey System,
headauarters in Los Angeles, was in
Gallup during the week on official
business.

FURNISHED ROOMS: Two de
sirable rooms to rent to men or to
women who work. Close in and good
home board can be obtained in same
block.
Enquire HN. E". Corner N.
r im ano jnaioney.

Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Arcy left Tues
Lloyd, the six rear old son of Mr.
day for their home in Las Vegas after and Mrs. Marty, was struck by an
several weeks visit with ' relatives, automobile Thursday while coasting
Mr. and Mrs. Del Arcy and others.
along in the street in his little wagon.
ortunatelv the car just barely miss
do
Girl
to
or
woman
WANTED:
ed him, striknig the little fellow's
"N.
work. Apply
knee, causing only slight iniury,
Children should be warned to keep off
F." at Herald Office
the streets. It should be the busi
J. D. McCully, superintendent of the ness of every adult when children are
Albuquerque division of the Santa seen on the street to warn them, and
Fe, headquarters in Winslow, was in to teu tnem to get on the sidewalk,
Uallup Tuesday on oflicial business A few inches nearer to the passing
car in this case would have been dis
L. R. Calcote who has been here asterious.
one time visiting with his sister,
Mrs. Geo. A. Payne is out again
Mrs. W. R. Jennings, left Tuesday
after several days confinement with
night for his home at Rupert, Idaho,
'

s

g

!

une Every second: A laugh or a
thrill in "The Hottentot,' 'at the Rex
Theatre. It starts with a runway and
enos with a race.
Hear the

-

His address, while entitled "Civic
Beauty," was more along the line of
what should and could be done to make
a community city that would be the
pride of every resident. He advised
united efforts, not only by each member of the Chamber, but also by every
resident of the entire city, showing
plainly by these united efforts, more
could be accomplished than by any individual or divided interests. His advice if followed will bring results that
will be surprising to each and every
participant, and will make Gallup not
only the financial center of the entire western part of the state, but
also make the city a better, bigger
ana more prosperous community, and
a better and more pleasant place in
wnicn to live and do business.

...

'
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Moore-Bir-

d

Miss Rafaelita Montoya is now with
the Williams Millinery.

but again

WANTED Lady or Gent Agents.
Call at Santa Fe Hotel Sunday. Make
26-- lt
$10 a day.
New line of ladies' spring dresses
now on sale at Danoff Bros. Adv.
Felipe Zamarra, sheriff of Bern
alillo county, was here yesterday on

official business.

-

"
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States Army and Navy During the World
War. They Have Passed the Most Ex- acting Tests of Battle. You Can't Go
Wrong When You Buy a Western Electric Head Set. They, Cost More Because They are Worth More. You can
Hear Sounds Distinctly with them that
the Ordinary Head Set Would Never
Even Transmit to Your Ears. It is the
Best that the World can Make.

. E. E. Mercer and family have moved to Allison.

Mrs. A. L. Boggers is
illness with flu.

1

i

trie Head Sets are Highest Quality and
Worth Twice as Much as the Ordinary
Type of Head et. They are the Same
Head Sets Specified by the United

Mrs. - Delia Swartz. mother of
Frank Swartz, is well again after
some days illness with flu.

after

'

I3 the Answer Quality in Construction
Quality in Reception. Western Elec- -

Radiophone.

No outdoor wires needed- .- Complete
set can be placed on the table. Yer-sin- 's
Radio Parlor, next door to Williams Millinery. Adv.

west

The members of Ramona Rebeka
Lodge No. 6 enjoyed a St Valentine
dance at I. 0. 0. F. Lodge Wednes
day night, and prizes were awarded
to four for best masque make-u-

TiTTTf A

ar-iv-

,

Enamel W&re

...

The Rex Theatre announces the al
of The Hottentot." and advise
that people who don't enjoy hearty
laughs to atay at homs on Thursday
and rriday nights.

Mrs. Stark and Miss Taylor added
much to the evening's enjoyment by
giving a beautiful duet.
Traffic agent Ryan, of the A. T. &
S. F. Railway service, made a nice
talk alone the line of what his com
pany was doing and would do in the
future for Gallup, promising every
assistance possible in the upbuilding
and furthering of the best interest of
tne city. He was very candid in stat
ing that our home city was "one of.
11 not tne best and most progressive
city of its size on the entire lines of
tne company." '
The principal address of the evenAlsace street
ing was made by Mr. Charles Winder.
0
",
General ElecW. E. Clarke and John J. Emmons head of the Southwest
Company, of El Paso, Texas. Mr.
were registered at the Alvarado in tric
Winder originated and designed the
Albuquerque Wednesday.
"Electric Home Beautiful" in the Pass
City, one of the most beautiful and
New shipment of ladies' sorlne hats modern residences of the entire south
'

''

'

About Head Phonca? Have You Ever,Seriously Stopped to Ccridsr ) whet
Makes the Wide Difference in Prices Between the Various Types of II e a d
Phones on the Market?

Joe Dluzak was thrown from hie
wagon Thursday and badly hurt. His
team became frightened, and ran
against a telephone pole, throwing
Mr. Dlusak out He was badly bruised
about the head and face. He was
taken to St Mary hospital.

.

'

i

JOS CLUZAK HURT

'

iMAafc IMAltflfnl
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ts

O- -t
tvea!:- -r of t!a wtci M
pf Gallt'p's c.Jsens was fizzLl
Yersln Radio Parlor,
itevred in to
hear what waa goinj on. J tut as he
heard
an anentered the place he
nouncement, : spying that "A, Violin
Selection by t.r.
, of
.
A" The violin aelectf-a
was bv brother of the Gallup citi
zen. The surprise waa a bit too much
for Mrs. Yersin, who stated that it
was almost beyond human belief, but
the Gallup citizen waa too much sur
prised to record an expression.

iW-;:jrr-

While in Gallup he

was the guest of Sheriff Lou Meyers,
the two being old time acquaintances
and friends, now the two are sheriffs,
both having been elected last No
vember, .
t

Price $12.00

;

Only the largest and best com"O-oyou Hottentot come on, boy
panies are represented by this agency.
nae em, sam. At the Kex Theatre
or
and
satisfacprompt
assuring you
for Thursday and Friday nights.
tory settlement in case of loss. Chas.
and
W. Davis Insurance Agency. Phone
Buy Your
We are triad to learn that the fami
248 Adv.
D.
Boise
of
W.
has recovered from
ly
V
from us.
,
the flu. Mrs. Boise and one daught
The Radio Department of the C. er was in tne hospital for some
days
N. Coton Company is running a and Mr. Boise and the rest of the
series of educational advertisements children were down at the same time,
in The Gallup Herald These adver- Now all are about well
uu.
again.
tisements have created considerable
Tim Bustamente spent several days
In
interest.
adthis
is
issue
another
C.
Mrs.
P. Voorhees has been ill
Mrs.
McDermott entertained vertisement which
will for some days with flu.
Albuquerque taking in the auto show. at dinnerHenry
everybody
lor a number of her mends read, because everybody
Tim is the messenger boy at the
is interested
Wednesday evening.
Postal.
in Radio.
Joe Gribbins, Santa Fe engineer,
has purcnased two lots on ureen ave
CHURCH
IN
CHRIST
The only place to get a real 60 cents
Leo Leaden was out rather late nue for W. R. Cregar.
meakis at The White Uale. Adv.
(Congregational)
Wednesday night, coming home he
was in a hurry to get to bed, and left
New shipment of piece goods, silks
"The Community Church"
Carl Zcarlinsky and Max Rosen-bluhis car in front of the iail. He took and ginghams, lust arrived at Dan
left Monday for Denver on
9:45 Jnior Church Worship with a off about everythng he could think off Bros. Adv.
fine reel of motion pictures on "The that a theif would want, but left a
Ride of Paul Revere." Mrs. C. H. new tire strapped to the car. Next
Mrs. C. P. Ramos, accompanied by Clark will tell the monthly
RADIO DEPARTMENT
story and morning the first thing he noticed Miss Mary Zanardi is now saleslady
her son, Fred Ramos, left Sunday for Miss Katherine Brown
is in charge of was that the tire was gone. Immedia- at tne f aimer netner uasn store.
a visit with her children in Los Ange the special music.
tely he made the rounds to all the
les and Ocean Side. Calif. Mrs. Ram
The Carpenters' Union of Gallup
11:00
Worshin. The nan- - garages to see if the tire had been
os has been in bad health for some tor will Morning
the 'second of his ser sold to any of the places where tires have authorized the statement that
time and the visit in Cahforian is in mons on give
"Faith," "Faith in Others." are kept, out no where could he find their wages have been raised to $8
hopes of benefit.
7:30 "Worth While" Service with his tire. After he had given up all per day, effective after February 15,
big 'Everybody Sing" observing hopes of recovernie the stolen tire. 1923. The Gallup Local carries the
S. J. White, of the United Suritiea "National
Song Week." Appropriate Sheriff Lou Myers produced the tire, number of 2277.
stores
of
at
a
chain
Company, with
to Washington's Birthday we will fea navmg taken it off and nlaced ft in
western
and
other
"The Hottentot" produces mora
Albuquerque,
NOTICE '
ture a splendid three reel picture his room for safe keeping, seeing that
is in Gallup,' and will open
Leo
laughs per minute than any other pic
;
There
had
it
For
left
to
his
car
Scouting
Washington."
Soints,
strapped
here for his company.
to the
Psst French Bombing Plane.
will be three special musical numbers where tire thieves .could easily take
Denutv Collector W. E. Nevis will ture ever screened, according
to add to the attractiveness, of the it. Leo says that this has taught
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intimate story of a gentleman at per- th pain of h comrade's sorrow, he
fect ease without affectation. When' visited the unlucky financier of the
these little girls of Valley Forge went Revolution, Robert
Majestic Figure in
Morris, then shut
to Philadelphia for their education up in a aentors
prison, contempora
Nation's History Is
they used to slip out of the Lutheran neous testimony tells.
church at Fourth and Cherry streets ' Of
Ve!?
Washington's sense of humor, one Slu"fr-"That of Washington
and hie across the then green fields who reads his
f iieave inee
dispatch to congress rwai.
to Christ church at Second and Mar- comparing
geritlemen In
ket streets with double hope: They armcnairs with real
shiver
patriots
. A.
.. .
U
I.
President put Lady Ing on the bleak slopes of Valley
m me
lureiruni or 00 nation 8 might see the
Aoci the figure
'In
her
carriage and they Forge, or the letter to Colonel Reed,
of Washington loses Washington
one or its majestic proportions as the might catch his smile and bow to the wnen in Boston the premature salvos
years recede. Pather, is our percep people. Then and how they did tell of the British and Tories revealed
f
tion of him clearer, as when moving it with girlish volubility interlarded their misunderstanding of the hnniinir
with many superlatlves--the-y
i; vat rrom toe
attend down of the crossed flag at Cambridge
city streets Into the disWANT local lAtapeo- tance of perspective we realize the ed tne presidential receptions on Mar- ana tne raising of the thlrteen-stripefor new and surpria-ia- g
ket
street
ple
where
the
court
Republican
a
of
noble
edifice. Moreover.
grandeur
flag, critical readers know well. Wash
honaehold article.
the recent International conferences assembled. "v.
ington enjoyed a joke. Indeed, while
I Large
immediate Prohave done more to bring to the front
When Great Man Unbent
in outward mien and methods, with
fits
the full purpose of his utterances and
permanent poai- Did the Father of Bis Oountrv uh- - perhaps extreme formality of, dress
ala personality.
pon. . if you can repre- bend?
and literally so. Nothing and manners in the one case and easy
nonchalance
sent
in
let the very fact that this august better les,
the
mea a aexclasively, I
the
two
other,
did those sirens love than
' HflS
figure suffers naught in the passing toward the end of the formalities to men differed greatly to the eye, they
WILL, MARE YOU AN
af the yeara, while his fame refuses get his excellency in a corner, tell were in soul 'one.
OFFER NEVER RE.
oblivion, may blind ua to the helpful him stories and even make
Lessons From His Life.
FORE MADE to saletv
re
pert
t aynunetry of his full humanity. His mans about the visitors and social
But
people, Write at once
enough of the past What voices
was to well balanced an organisation
appraisements which were not al sound out for the present?
tor
les.What
paHiaalara. Tell m
mind
at body,
and spirit that we are ways reverent
Then it was that an
all about yourselves. I
apt to dwelj upon his lofty serenity august form assumed more and oftener sons for the hour? Surely these are
enough.
want some one who i
. and, majestic poise,
forgetting those the curve of a bow than the rirld- - plain
While thankful for what has been
not afraid of work for
phases of his personality that cheer lty of a ramrod. When Washington
settled in the conference of nations
and uplift the average man. For went sleighing, a
big CASH returns.
in which in the city named after our
chief, war
otherwise praiseworthy repre- - he indulged often, pastime
It is remembered
In
It
not
a
sense
done at the
large
EARLE M. SELPRTDGE
testation of 'Washington our' art Is that his
laughter could be heard rods call of Washington, who said : "Let
631 Atlantic Avenue
largely responsible. In literature, also, away.
us erect a standard to which the good
the historian rightfully dwells upon
Of other emotions not hidden In
Beaten 9, Mass.
and honest 'may repair"? In a still
and sets in high lights those traits that armor of reserve with which h
more
generous invitation he besoughl
that allure the populace and those .froze the all too numerous climbers
Americans to "impart all the bless
mental acquirements that are as rare and impostors
with
solhis
sympathy
Ings we possess or ask for ourselves'
as snowy peaks.
....
....
diers and tears even when, without to
the whole family of mankind." Did
Yes, there are fertile valleys and condescension, but himself
suffering
he
not
'flower-borderepossess true democracy of soul
paths through the
;
V.
and action?
level meadows. While we say, Away
To the average man or woman, or
with Weercs! it can be proved that
boy or girl, what Is Washington's mes- because
Washington,
he had the
Statue at West Point
No psychoanalysis, mernnhvs
sitae?
I
heurt
that doeth good like a
"merry
les or esoteric philosophy Is needed
medicine," was very near to the peohere.
Everything lies on the surple who called him Father. In this
face.
Hard work, faithfulness, hon' case family traditions are
not to be
esty,
perseverance were
despised. There are persons living who
his.
Out of the common carbon of
talked with, eyewitnesses who themcharacter ,was this flawless diamond
selves saw and talked with Washingcrystal Ized. It was because be made
ton. These have told us that whethhis own opportunities that men saw In
er in military or in civic life Wash- him Initiative and called him to
high
lngton won the admiration not only
station. Now the world walta fnr mm
of warriors and statesmen but even
like
called
and gifted not by adhim,
ef little children and rosy maids.
vantage of birth or wealth but by the
Washington Very Human.
right use of such talents as those
which our Maker has given to all.
We' have the story from those
New York Herald.
reared In the same household with
those who as very young girls had
seen Washington at Valley
Mount Vtmon Estate.
Forge.
Later as eager maidens robed In
Mount
Vernon contained 10,000
white and standing in the throng
acres, about fifteen square miles. It
along the Old York road they welwas divided Into farms of mnvaniant
comed with music and garlands the
shse which were under the
personal
President-elec- t
on his way through
In 1787
supervision of Washington.
Philadelphia to New York. As young
he had 600 acres in arass; soweii nnn
ladles they later attended the recepacres of oats, 700 acres of wheat, as
tions of the Cfclef Executive on Marmuch more In corn, barley, potatoes,
ket street. No White House then, but
Deans, peas, etc., and 50 acres In tura commodious dwelling when the
Bis stock , consisted of , 140
nip
Quaker city was the nation's capital.'
horses, 112 cows, 235 working oxen,
As true as anything committed to
heifers and steers and 600 sheep. In
formal documents ia this testimony of
1788 he slaughtered 160
hogs for the
me contemporaries on both aides of
use of his family and provisions for
the house in their commonplace lire-sid-e
bis negroes.
talk of old experiences to their
ck,"--v--------'l-
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ed from the present 42,000 to
od are not underestimated.
Sixty otiier educational institutions 5,000, while the quota for Ger
are broadcasting educational and musi- many will be increased from
cal programs, fortv-seve- n
nf.tham ha. 55.000 to 68.000.
The minrna
Ing colleges and universities. The for Great Britain, France, Bel-- V
combined nren nominally covered by
these Institutions has been estimated gium, and the Scandinavian
to be seven or eleht tlmea the tntai countries also will be increased.
while those for Poland, Russia,
area pf the United States.
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The "amusement" does not annaar tn
have been shored by the prisoner, who
was released after four hour ana
"seemed anythina but Dleased with tha
laugnter and derision of the crowd.
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and the Balkan States will be
decreased.
Like the present temporary
restriction law, the act will not
operate against immigration
from Canada. Newfoundland
Mexico, Cuba, and Central and
soutn America.
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BOWDEN
VISITS GALLUP

Prof. V A. O Ttnwrfan
Stata Teachers' Cnllea-e- . Silver rutv
was in. Gallup for the memorial exercises of Fenruarv 9. anil rielivavail
an address. The . very cold weather
of that night prevented many, people
from attendinar. and thera mi nnl
fair sixe crowd. The Very interesting
program was . carried out . and the
entertainment was of high class and
mucn enjoyed by those present.
..,
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Ragman Put In Stoeka.
In Bnghmd the Dunlshment nf
stocks has been inflicted within, the
memory of men now living. In ths
Manchester Guardian nf Jnna
iav
there Is an account of a rag and bone
dealer of Intemperate habits being fixed
in the StOCkS for dmnkenneaa anit Mm.
rderly conduct
Twenty-si- x
years had eianami .inoa
the stocks were last used." arntaa hi
account, "nnd their reappearance crested no little sensation and amusement several hundreds of nemnnn ha.
ing attracted to the spot where they
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MY PRICES AND QUALITY WITH
ANY GROCERY STORE IN GALLUP

,

'

AND YOU WILL LET ME SAVE YOU
MONEY DURING 1923, AS I DID IN 1922

.....
grandchildren.
'
They saw or served the
in chief when be was la' the
vigor of bis early forties and th. Paa.
ldeat when la the wisdom of his tat

ana au or uem told the sassa

West Point. has an squestrlan statue
of Qeorgt Washington which Is a duplicate of Brown's famous sUtus In
New York. It war given to th West
Paint academy anonymously.
!

nays He Did.
I hope I shall always poasess
s
and virtue enough to maintain
what I consider the mamt anviahla nf
all tlOea the character of aa "hon.
History
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GAINES
j. R.DENTIST
,

Over Warm's Jewelry Store

caiup, n.

;

All

m.

EDMUND R, FRENCH
Lawyer

Bar: Supreme Court United
States, Supreme Court of New

Member
-

J

Mexico.

..,v-

Office:

Coal Avenue.

SOS

V

MARTIN

NW;

Gallup, New Mexico.
DR.

tention to make three-yeproof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before U. S. Commissioner, at
Ramah, McKinley Co., N. M., on the
13th day of March, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Barela and Jose Iano, Dario
Chavez and Donaciano Marez of Atargue, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE, Register.
ar

E. PARK SELLARD

Registered Optometrist
Latest Equipment for Properly Teat
ing Eyes
POSTOFPICE BUILDING

(1495)
First Pub. Feb. 3, 1923
Last Pub. Mar. 3, 1923.

M . ELLISON
DENTIST

DR. M.

Gallop Clinic Building
New Mexico

Gallup

hereby given that Abran

Garcia, of Atargue, N. M., who, on
March 3, 1921, made Homestead Entry, No. 034244, for WttNWU: SE
SWNE4; SH, Section 22,
Township 6 N., Range 18 W., N. M.
P, Meridian, has filed notice of in-

w

'

27, 1920, made

THE

ar

(ZUNI)

March, 1923.

AND RESTAURANT
SULLIVAN,

Addl.

Homestead Entry, No. 031338, for
NWttNWK; SEtt: SEKSWK: W.tt
Section 10, Township 9 North,
SW, 16
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Range
filed notice of intention to make
three-yeproof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before U.
S. .Commissioner, at Ramah, McKinley Co., N. M., on the 13th day of

S1IEWEE HOTEL

DAVID

:

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., January 26, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that Francis A. Lewis, of Ramah, N. M., who,
on December

Claimant names as witnesses: '
G. H. Mangum, Nellie Mangum, R.
H. Bloomfield and 0. F, Lewis, all
,
of Ramah, N. M.,
A. M. BERGERE, Register.

Mgr.

ZUNI, NEW MEXICO

'
Witness my hand and official seal this summer before.
9th day of February, 1923.
thousand
young
Nearly three
OF PROBATE COURT)

(SEAL

NAT GARCIA,'

Clerk.

(1525)

Firat Pub. Feb.
Last Pub. Mar.

17, 23.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION ,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa re, N. at., January
1923.
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Attorneys-At-La-
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land, ara natrvad by tba Stat.
Tk Cawniulona nf Pnblia Lands
tb riant to rejaet any or ail bida offarad
at thia aala.
N. A. FIELD.
Commtaaionar of Public Laada.
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and Grant Count Ittlli
aiucnaful Mootr will kt raralrad to fay am
tmu
tenth of tbt amount bid aad Inters
par eat In advane on the unpaid bbIbbh,
Tht auceawful bidder will ba raqslrad to say
far advartiaias and othar aoata laaldaotal te
tali ula.
A eopr at tbt tona f oantraet will ba fa
nlibed on arolientioe.
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Last Pub. Mar. 3, 1923. ,
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RUIZ & OVERSON

The Gallup State Bank,
A corporation, Plaintiff,
No. 2029
vs.
J. M. Ramos, Defendant.
NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE
Public Notice Is Hereby Given, that
under and by virtue of an execution
issued out of the District Court of the
State of New Mexico, in and for the
County of McKinley and State of New
Mexico, in the above entitled and numbered cause, which is an action
brought by the above named plaintiff
against the above named defendant,
upon a promisory note, and judgment
having been rendered in said cause,
in favor of said plaintiff for the sum
of Three Hundred Four and
($30446) Dollars with interest thereon at the rate of 6 per annum from
the 26th day of January, 1923, until
paid and the costs of said suit, and
whereas hertofore and under and by
virtue of said execution I did levy
upon certain personal property, the
property of said defendant, J. M.
All of said stocks of
Ramos,
goods, v.area and merchandise, furniture and fixtures, as more fully shown
and set forth in the inventory thereof which is on file in my office at
Gallup, New Mexico.
And whereas, I am now commanded
by said execution to sell said personal
property for the best price obtainable
in cash at public vendue, for the purpose of satisfying said judgment.
Now Therefore, notice is hereby
given that on the 14th day of March,
1923, at the hour of 10:00 o'clock A.
M., at the front door of the McKinley County Court House, at Gallup,
New Lexico, I will offer at public
auction and sell to the highest bidder
for cash the above described personal
much thereof as may
gropeny, or so
to make the said sum of
t:
said judgment and costs,
the
sum ot i hree Hundred Four and
11304.16) dollars, with interest thereon from the 26th day of January,
1923, at the rate of 6
oer annum.
together with all accrued costs, in the
sum oi Ten (fiu.uuj Dollars, together
with costs and expenses of said execution and this sale, and my. lawful
costs and commissions.
Dated at Ualiup, JNew Mexico, this
9th day of February, 1923.
16-1-

,

to-w- it:

men received an outing at Government expense last 'year,
some at Camp Travis, Texas,
Fort Sill, Oklahoma, Ft. Logan,
Colorado, and Fort Bliss, Texas..

16-ou-

According to present plans,
camps are to be held at Fort
Sam Houston, Texas, Fort Sill,
Oklahoma, Fort Logan, Colorado, and Fort Hauchuca,
The
Arizona, this year.
branches of iustruction. of--f
erred may be slightly different from those of last year, but
in the main will be in the same
branches, which includes Infantry, Cavalry, Field Artillery, Engineers, Coast Artillery,
Signal Corps and Air Service.
The courses offered include
a basic Red Course, which gives
fundamental training but does
not instruct in any particular
branch of the service ; Advanced Red Course, which gives in
struction in branches desired;
White Course,
(for which
graduates of last year's Red
Course who were certified as
eligible for admission to white
course are qualified) fits student to be a
officer in the Organized Reserves or the National Guard;
and the Blue Course, (for
which graduates of last year's
.

-

'..

GAEflKS

It

tails!

Write for

Cook Book

64-p-

-i-

t'iMES

Rumford Chamlcal Works
East St. Louis,

111.

2

white course who were certified as eligible for for admission to Blue Course are quali
fied if of proper age and pos-- s
e s s necessary educational
qualifications) which fits candidate for commission in the
Organized Reserve Corps.
The age limits are the same
as for last year, 17 to 25 for the
Red Courses, 18 to 26 for the
White Course, and 19 to 27 for
the Blue Course. These age
limits do not apply.' to those
who attended a Citizens' Military Training Camp in 1921,
Veterans of the World War
may be accepted up to 35 years
.

of age.

'

Although formal application
blanks have not been received,
young men' of proper qualifications will find it to their advantage to mail requests for
applications to the C. M. T. C. '
Officer, Fort Sam Houston,
Texas, at as early a date as possible to accomodate more than
twenty-fiv- e
per cent more canwere accomodated
than
didates
last year, it is expected that v
more will apply than can be
admitted. By having your request for aplication on file,
you will have opportunity to receive application blank early.
;

"The Oldest Life Insurance Company in America"

TP

line Mitaal Lie

to-wi-

16-1-

Insurance Company of
New York

IN THE PROBATE COURT 'WITH
IN AND FOR THE COUNTT
L. A. MYERS,
OF McKINLEY AND STATE
, Practice in all Courts of
OF NEW MEXICO
Sheriff of McKinley
'
County, New Mexico. '
In the matter of the
,
New Mexico: and Arizona
'
(1527)
Estate of John B. McKinley,
First
rub.
23.
Feb.
17,
j
JOHN WITT HENDRIX r Deceased.
Last ruD. Mar. 10, 23.
No. 234 v .
Church
Methodist
The
Pastor of
"
NOTICE
Residence 800 8rd Street
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that IN j. HE PROBATE COURT WITHIN
Phone No. 288. .,
the undersigned has been appointed
AiU OR THE COUNTY OF '
alcKLNLEY. AND STATE
8 to 11:30 A. M. administratrix of the estate of John
At Home in the Study
''
I IK'
i
'KW MfVII'll
B. McKinlev. deceased: and that all
And 7:00 to 8:80 P. M.
)
persons having claims against s.id In the matter of the Estate
At Your Service At All Hours.
estate and said decedent will present oi james WomDle aiacKweil
ss "
!
them within the time and manner pre- )'
!
1
- No. 208
:.V
scnuea oy iw.
MARY AGNES McKINLEY
l. oTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
Administratrix
iNocice Is Hereby Given: That the
(1500)
DENTIST
'
First Pub. Feb. 3, 1923
uidersigned administrator of the estate oi James Womble Blackwell,
Last Pub. Feb. 27, 1923. f '
Office: Wurm Building
has filed his final report and
Mexico
N
Gallup
for discharge as such admin-..i.aco- r;
petition
WITHIN
COUBT
PROBATE
THE
IN
and that the above entitled
THIS
FOR
UUUNTI
AND
court has set the 20th day of March,
AND
STAT8
'
MftKINLEY
.
iaza, as the time and place for a
OF NEW MEXICO
hearing of any and all objections to
In the matter of the
said final report and petition for disF.atAt of Lube Kauzlaric.
charge, arid, any and all other mattil
deceased.
ters, cause, or thing touching the ad225
No.
ENGINEERING
ministration of said estate; and that
GENERAL
said time and place all matters
NOTICE
at
PRACTICE
CIVISN that shown by said
xtnTTPe ra,
final, report and petithe undersigned has been appointed tion tor discharge and all other matIn
Service
maw
ters touching tne administration of
Architectural
ei tne estate m
administrator
HAOAaied! and that all cer- - said estate will be passed upon and
VoktIot-1- .
'
Connection
,
?
said
determined by said court.
sons having claims against
CLARENCE UHLAND,
and said decedent will present
Administrator.
j
them within the time and manner pre
WEST B. R. AVENUE
210
Witness my hand and official seal this
scribed by law.
MEXICO
NEW
LOUIS aVauilBr:j
ich day of February, 1923.
GALLUP.
Administrator. (HEAL. OF PROBATE COURT)
'
(1499)
NAT GARCIA,
First Pub. Feb. 3, 1923.
(1526)
Clerk.
Last Pub. Feb. 27, 1923.
First Pub. Feb. 17, 23.
LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.
Uist Pub. Mar. 10, 23.
IN THE PROBATE COURT WITHIN
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
v
AND FOR mis
McKINLEY AND STATE-n- v
' STATE LAND SALE
NEW MEXICO
w

Attorneys-At-La-

Never Fcib!
No premiums nor, fancy
advertising. Always a
can of fine
full
baking powder it an
never
honest price.

34 Nassau Street, New York

.

'

'

"w";

,

1

IN

Paid Policyholders a Total of
$103,690,757

'

1

1922

,

;

Million Dollars
One Billion Eight Hundred and Thirty-Nin- e
the
Company began business in 1843
paid to Policyholder since
Dividends to Policyholders in 1922. $30,046,105
Total Dividends to Policyholders Since the Beginning of Business

,

U;

$391,511,332

,

H. W. BROSE, M. E.

Total

,1

$392,465,930

.f

Insurance in Force December 31, 1922

rfdrrv

i

wunn

$2,630,603,737

"

as-ta- ts

Balance Sheet December 31, 1922

.

COUNTT

of
Office of the Commlsatonar

Pbll

In the matter of the Estate
Mona U. Biacxweu,

Laada. of

J

Deceased.

No. 207

TRAINING CAI.1P

'Kinley County,

f5
'

Mariae, the leUowlne:
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bnprovMMBti
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any and all, objections to said final
wr ajfcyiiais",; "
penuon
report end
1 .11
tlum mn'H'sr , wnllSfl. Or
any auu it www
the aadministration of
thirut touching
.
ai
"u ttMa. nt
said estate; ana wu
shown by said final
matters
place all
and petition for discharge and
ji
aTo
Aw3anrthe
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f
a
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OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
Notice Is Hereby Given: That the
es- undersigned administrator of the
mona
a.
dibb,wom,
tate oi
nas Ilieo Ilia mm
I
ittch administrator;
as
for discharge
novo
max
tne
a
and
whw i
set the 20th day of Marc. 4823, as
for
the hearing of
and
the time
place

'T"",
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NOTICE

Nw

-- I 12,038,217.68
117.448,926.00
Mortgage Loans
Policy Loans
200,000.00
Collateral Loan
v
Liberty Bonds and other U.
S. Government Securities- - 104,885,809.50
Other Bonds
- 10,454,037.11,
Stocks
! 9,261,375.39
Itccrun.d.-d--

WAR DEPARTMENT TO
CONDUCT CAMP FOR
BENEFIT NATION'S
YOUTH

-

6,890,901.67

v
Cash ($5,632,901.96 at in- 6,181,901.48
terest)
Cash advanced to pay claims -1691,125.635.43
Total admitted assets.

.

Word has been received
from 1st Lieut. J. A. Gilruth,
Infantry, D. O. L., C. M. T. C.
Officer of the 8th Corps Area,
which includes the .states of
Texas,' Oklahoma, Colorado,
Arizona and New Mexico, that
elaborate plans are now under
wat for the continuance' of the
Grorernnint summer ccstps for
young men, which proved so
popular last summer ' nd- the

Policy Reserves

7

"ffi&S

CITIZENS' MILITARY

)

LIABILITIES

ASSETS

,

McKINLEY

Insurance Established in 1922

Paid-Fo- r

'

iSlk.

:

i

-

41

Assets
1599 125 046

'

.

-

'

Dividends

Contingency Reserve
plus) r
Total Liabilities

Ten Year's Progress
,

Liabilities
Surplus
1586,57884 i $12(6,662
37,332,152

$580,538,323.00

Supplementary Contract Re- ... 4,213,293.98
serve
. 8,231,999.07
Other Policy Liabilities
Premiums, Interest and Rents
1,105,502.89
paid in advance
'
1,044,168.61
Miscellaneous Liabilities
Reserve for Taxes payable
4,010,330.61
in 1923
Dividends payable in 1923 .
32332,838.54
Reserve for Future Deferred

'

Income
$ 86.446,514,

nutust

21,817,027.63

(Sur

,'Piyments
.

37,332,161.65
$691,125,635.43

to'.

Folicy Holders
6v,6S,VS7

imm,

"

Insurance t
In Force

$l,5o088,03

ifimw?

Chas. W.Dayb
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

John W. Chambers

HOSIERY
'

We pride our' store as
having the most complete stock. We can
match any shade of shoe

New Hata Arrive Daily :,
For early Cprinj Hats,
Choose .thera here, save
most, and get all thats
new and good.
;

r
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"
to have
1
I
a friend or t attcsd a
1
Inncheen U not an invitation to r
tie entire afternoon. At !cst,.ta r
society nowadays, it la not cot:
ter
necessary to remain 'more than a
of an hour after the meal has z.

INVITATION

AN

that you may bring. A
Armour Plate Nuf Bed
4

te"I

Too

Vt

J1!

i

concluded, nor Is it courteous to reof an
main more than
hour unless the hostess bu especially
requested her guests to do so. it may
r
sobe that the hostess has
cial enragement for the afternoon. Che-mahave calls to make or a tea to attend. If she la a busy woman, with
r James Oliver Curwood.
professional or household duties to Atn
tend to, ah certainly wlU not want
'
writer and conservationist, ' says the yon to linger. In fact, sonetlmes lusy
made
agalns folk invite their acquaintances to
iharges of blasphemy
aim are based on a UIp of the tongue
luncheon because, since they must take
when he spoke of Mary, the mother of time to lunch anyway, tbey loss no
mind
in
Magihv
Mary
Christ, having
time that way. Bo usually, unless tho
lane.
hostess expects you to leave shortly
after luncheon, ahe Indicates this In
her Invitation, If she Is. giving a formal luncheon she indicates that there
wUl be music or cards or something;, of
a,
that sort after luncheon. Otherwise It
PBYSIB
is beet to linger not over
of an hour.
.,
You are disMtisfledT "Nothat
fired
But except among persons with very
been
has
suits
you"
ing
crowded engagement hooks a dinner
you. "WW you ever be content?
invitation- - means the entire evening.
has been burled at you, hasn't
That Is, In fashionable society dinner
it T At any rate you are not one
to Btick In a rut1 You are castguests usually remain until nearly
eleven o'clock or later. It certainly
ing about for the, future, you
Is pot very flattering to any one to
want ! something better. These
be
will
though,
herry away, from a dinner engagement
rlpht
laughers
to the theater or a dance when the
unless your dissatisfaction takes
meal has lust been concluded. If a
Its shape In action, rather than
dance occurs the same evening It is
lngrowllngs.
'
SO
possible to "drop In" following the
y
Here la:
Your
dinner but It would be far better to
UV laic iv iyc uniiw Miau.w :m
w
To believe that actions speak
louder than grouching and get'
abrupt In leaving the dinner party.
up and move heaven and, earth
Now, for folks who are not in ao-m
aeklAtinhlA mriMMv
to alter what you hate to endure.
IaV ilav.
MliiB inOUlUUOu'v
CA11CU
DVI.
(O br IfoClur Newppw SyBflleatt J
of liv
mode
on
and
habits
the
pends
ing of the persons entertained and the
persons who entertain. In certain
three-quarte-

rs

some-othe-

Apparel that Prophecix the coming mode for the Glorious,
Emphasizing Style, Quality and
Buoyant Seasan-Sprin- g,

well-know-

-

';--

PHffi!

ILiVUWi

.'

Rzi Anyone L&ugkcd
At You
ihm.

There's More Than a Hint
of Spring in Our

Because

:

three-quarte- rs

.

2 and 3 Piece Suits
Each Reflecting Individual Beauty

Get-awa-

.

1

Suits which herald spring with a rare combination
of beauty and utility. The jaunty coats come in
youthful, swagger box effects and in the new

I don't Ilk to talk with people who alwith me. .It ia amualnf to
ways
coquette with an echo tor a while, hut
one soon tires of it

aru

Jac-quett- e.

One of the striking new features are the
suits which combine Twill Cord with gay and color-fshirred Canton Blouses. Materials include Poiret
Twill, Twill Cord, Piquette and Velour checks.

1

FOOD FOR THE FAMILY

ul

these:
Patties. '
Remove a slice from the top of large
corn muffins and remove the centers
with a spoon, leaving a firm, crisp wall
Parboil the brains in acidulated water,
add them to highly seasoned white
sauce and fill the muffin patties, sprinkle with grated cheese and place in a
'
hot oven to brown' well.
like brains, try
If YOU
Beef Brains in Corn

,

-

II'KIKLEY COUNTY DAIiX
FOR JANUARY,

UEY
f

1923.
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THE ROAD TO HAPPINESS"
It's a road we're all trying to
follow the road to happiness.
It's as mystical and hard to
find as the end of the rainbow.
Yet we feel that there really is
such a road. We know that
sometimes we are on it, and
sometimes we are far away
from it.
The reason it is so hard for
us to tell whether we're on the
road to happiness . is because
happiness itself Is so elusive, so
changeable, so different at different times.
'i
The circus, the

Herbert Spencer, in one of
g
essays,
has very ingeniously shown
why this is so. He demonstrates that the natural tendency of
every living thing is toward
happiness. The lower animals
do, of course, show tendencies
to fulfill only the essentials of
living. The very lowest forms
show the instincts for food,
for self protection, and for
maintenance of their species,
his

thought-provokin,

--

alone.

"

it is dangerous when wrongly
used, like the fire which destroys a building, or, the loco
motive which passes a closed
signal and wrecks a train.
A good example of the harm
money can do is shown in an
article in The Saturday Even
ing Post, written by the father
of three children.
He was a professional man,
with a salary that enabled him
to live comfortably. When his
son was born, the father made
up his mind to give him every
The boy
possible advantage.
had the best care, a private tu
tor, numerous and expensive
toys, in the meantime a bro
ther, .and later, a sister, were
born. They, too, were allowed the privileges and advantages of the first.
After ten years, the parents
saw that something was wrong.
Their children were irritable,
willful and selfish. The father
and mother then realized that
the children had been given too
much, without being required
to give in return. A radical
step was taken. The following
Christmas each child received
only one simple present. Each
was given certain duties, like
mowing the lawn or running
errands, for which a ; small
wage was paid.
At first there were tears and
"
struggles. But it didn't take
the children long to realize the
justice of the system, and in a
year or two the change was remarkable. Duties were performed cheerfully, presents
were appreciated, and the older brother started to work in a
grocery store during the sum

"ASK YOUR BANKER"

Scotch Hash.
Chop one onion and cook in a little
beef drippings, then add cooked meat
which has been put through a meat
as much dry
grinder and
bread crumbs... Moisten with a little
soup stock if at hand (or water will
do),1 season welt and ' heat very, hot in
an Iron frying-pa.:,

Your banker is your best
friend when it comes to advice
about safe and sane invest
mentsWhat to buy, and what
not to buy.
When in doubt,
"ask your banker' Better be
safe than sorry.
The American Bankers' As
Potato and Ham Croquettee.
sociation, through
of local banks throughout the Tak three upfuls of hot rlced po
of sweet fat,
country, is waging an active tato, three tablespoonfula
pepper to taste, a tablespoonful of
and impressive advertising salt,
parsley, one cupful of minced
campaign against fraudulent minced,
at few dashes of cayenne and
bam,
stock and Other promotions celery salt, a ' teaspoonful of onion
which, will not stand the test juice end the yolk of an egg. Mix and
of financial analysis. The slo shape into balls, roll in egg and crumba
gan of the campaign is "Ask and fry until brpwn.
your own banker."
Olive and Oyster Canape.
It is timely and wholesome
olives
adivce. Your local bank is ex- rTake one cupful .of green
of oysters, two tableone
stoned,
cupful
pert and the benefits of its spoonfuls of butter, one of minced
long experience in investments onion,
one tablespoonful. of
and finance are yours for the
red pepper, one and
asking. American banks are teagpoonfuls of lemon juice, one
of Worcestershire sauce, one- performing a distinct service in
half teaspoonful of beef extract. Cook
this respect and one that
bound to be of. great benefit. butter, olives, pepper and onions and
five
When m doubt, "Ask your one tablespoonful of flour for
minute. Parboil the oysters In their
banker." If the investment is own
liquor, adding water to make, a
sound you will not lose by the
cupful. Pour the liquor into the flour
Slight delay incident to niveau and' vegetable mixture, stirring Until
f. r
gating. l.A yy: ;;?
smooth, Add the seasoning and oysr
ten and serve on squares of buttered
CHAPMAN DELIVERS
toast garnished with whole olives. ;.
one-fourt- h

n.
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One

enough.

should always try to learn the custom in this matter as it is extremely
Inconsiderate to remain after the usual
bedtime of thr persons who are enter- - i
talnlng you. Casual evening callerrl
ought to be especially careful to leave
In good time.
1118, by MeClure NewPpr Syndic!.)
v.:
v

.
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Copper Ore in Finland.

.

Extensive deposits of copper ore of
high quality' have been discovered In
Finlnud close to the surface
of

the

:

ground.

4

;

'

,

;

o

E. K. Errett and T. H. Seymour arrived at Manuelito last Sunday after-non- n
at 4 o'clock, put up the the Radio
set for Mike Kirk and wen receiving
by 6 o'clock. In view of the fact that
a blizzard and storm was howling to
beat the band, we think that .this in
time. Mr. and Mrs.
Sretty good
and
Messrs. Errett
- Seymour at dinner.
,

REX PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK
MR

P. G. STUMP. Organist

SUNDAY
Thos. Meighan in
THE MAN WHO SAW, '
TOMORROV"
Christie Comedy
HAZEL FROM HOLLYWOOD
"LEATHER PUSHERS"
1
MONDAY
"

At

CiCnTle

,

7'

'

Repeating
SUNDAY'S PROGRAM

TUESDAY
Bebe Daniels in
"SINGED WINGS"
Century Two Reel Comedy
"MB AND MY MULE"

WEDNESDAY

...

six-inc- h

,

.

d

one-ha- lf

;

suburban sections where it la taken
for granted that most of the men have
to catch eany trains in toe morning
It Is customary and In good form to
a illnnai. IMIPtv falrlw Mrl

'

v'

Higher up in the scale, com
forts and pleasures which bring
old
and the bamboo nappmess are aaaea 10 me
no longer hold for quired essentials of living
fishing-pol- e
d
animals are giv
us the thrills and joys they
en power to enjoy the comfort
gave when we were kids.
Our canoeincr. boxing, and of warmth, and Nature forces
to seek it because of the
bicycling days of a few years them which
cold brings. Most
pain
now
the
ago wouldn't give us
animals
and enjoy the
sleep
used
invigorating pleasure they
process forced upon them by
to.
Now we are interested in see Nature. We ourselves natur
ally avoid things harmful to
ing our children enjoy these our bodies. We instictively
things. For ourselves, plea- shrink from the blow, the burn
sant surroundings, mildly vig the
GRAND LODGE LECTURE
cut, that would injure our
orous excercise out ox doors,
Baked Apple Dumplings.
to
less
us
bodies
make
and
John W. Chapman 'of this city and
fit
time to read and observe and live. Diseases that
Cut rich pastry into
squares.
Francis K. Lester of Hessilla Park
might
think are enough to keep us prove fatal
were invited to visit Arizona Grand In the center" of each place a cored,
us
of
;V- give
warnings
happy.
Lodge meeting at Frescot and to de- pared apple. mi the centers with
few :';;.!
liver lectures oefore that body. This sugar, cinnamon and a whole clove.
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